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m Overview
\ I / 1

Ai
-.1... 1.roman: lo int re,t,t,hts number of 041(1114'er prlograrns in aleollril scixic agencies and ty upgr,ide exist. .ing progcams

cioak: V, (1 a \sed pa41...)pants
4-

e. he :tAre of *the'plos anci cons ot having Volunteer programs in alcohol servtte agencies. " r.
be familia; with eight prime), pr inviples irt developit d maitraining effective volunteer
prograin 1 ', -

.
1

be tamiLtr wit i the slepp-bystep sequenco for exploring designing,and- trnplemcot ing pilot'
s

'''!. volunteei prog amb
4 .o r ,

'anals it' the ne e*iry casks to undertake upon rtt urn to iheir own\tgencies and to develop
plans tor a( r.o iplishingthose tasks

Course Mater:AK,. Vo'hiVeeK Pry wal IVelopmerkGuide (Parlicir;ants' tal;e-hp'wie book, also used as a pri-
,piary resource tor trainer Preparation) . I

. ,
r.

, (

1 rather,,Itanual (includes evaluation instruments and masters hor 1.articipant handouts and.
o1erhead transpaqnciest

I raine'r's4 Nesslon Outline Cqrds
i, '

40(% 1 \Yr) sound f iiinstrips,(filmstrip and audio cassette)

Ar,Klience:

Trainer
fRequirements:

I his training program ts desigAtdlor..ihe person it) alcohol service agencies who is or will be the
yolunteer coordinattr for that agency. A secondary audience is the staff p.e-rson in/an agency
who is responsible !or looking at the' feasibilityy.ot establishing a volunteer prograni for that
agency . Spinoff uses of part of Me course material's' include Orientation of agency boards of
dir oct6rs arAl agency statt to theprinciples of volunteer programs.

Ilcith training skills and tirtithand exparience or knOwledge in planning and Management ct
. volunteer programs are needed to conduct this pmgram. The training skills requk-edinclude
espertise im settir* up and'managing training events', sk1II in managing group dycnamics, and
minimal skill-in operating audiovisual equipment. Refresher materiaron training is in-
eluded in the Trainers Manual, Emifrrtise in the management and planning ot volunteer pro-,
giams is iMportant in leading group discussions. If the trainer lacks ehis background, suctvan
individual with appropriate experience may be invited to act as a reSource person dbring the
training program. This resource person shoulbe cbmpletely familiar with the apkdach of the
training Trackage so that the resource input will fully comple.ment the content of thepackage.

Content: Session.]: PrOs and C;ons of a Volunteer Progr:am
Session 2: Princi*s of an Effective Veilunteer Program

,-ession 3: Planhtng a Pilot Volunteer Prograrn,
lik .. Session 4: Getting Started with Your Own AgAcy Program

'Methudology: Small and large group discussions and koblem solving, sound filmstrip preseqtations, individual
pencil-and-paper task assignments.'

. Time . i .

. Requirements: Eight hours total training tittle; sessions range from 11// to TA.hoyrs du'ration.
. 1 N
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How anci*Why "Using Volunteers in
Your. Agency" Was Developed

This training model was, developed by the National
Centes tor Alcohol ,Education (NCAE) in cooperation
with the Area Alcohol Education and Training Pro-
gAms (AAEiP) to meet the needs of"alcoholism service
workers as identified in needs assessment data gathered
by the AAETN. The need.for trainin&assistance in plan-
ning, designing, and implementing volunteer prograws
in local agencies was expressed i'14 all four.AAETP areas,
MA king the topic approPrilte for the development of a

. national training rnoci;l.

NCAE staff wrote the resource document, the Vplunteer
Progrvm Dev4lopment 6ukle, and designed the training
activities in consultation with the four AAElji and with
alCoholism field personnel Who are responsi6Te for train-
ing in,their own appcies. This teaT approach to model
development and,field demonstratioil of, the training
model brought local experience and perspectives,to the
proiect.

In addition, NCAE conducted a literature search and
cOntacted numerous agencies with successful volunteer,
programs, including the American Red Cross and the
National Center for Voluntary Action. The materials
have been reieyed by content specialistsiand consiimer-
users.

Pilot field demonstrations were heti in three of the
four AAETP areas, involving trainers with a wide range
of prOfessionil education anii experience in different
training settings. Field demonstrations were formally
evaluated to assess thek instructional adequacy and
their relevance to participants' needs, and to obtain
information on which to base further refinement of the
training materials.

The model has been revised since the pilot demonstra-
tions to make the trainer's tatels easy as possible. ;

Flexibility has been buitt info the model so. that it cAn ,

be adapted to rpeet individual needs and circumstances.

If



Introduction
1

A

SEtTION I

vUsing Volunteers ig Your Agency:. Planning, Imple-
menting, and Maintaining a Volunteer Program" is a
training package designed for people interested in be-
ginning a volunteer proiram in an alcohol ervice agency
or in improving an existtng program. It is an 8:hour,
four-session workshop. Workshop materials include:

the Trainer Manual (including masters for pre.
paring partitipant handouts and transparencies
for use with an overhead projector),

SessiOn Outline Cards (for trainer use in deiiv.
ering the workshop),

.the Volunteer Program Development Guide
(for the trainee*), and

. two sound filmstrips (filmstrips 'and audio'
cassettes).

The Trainek Manual provides information about prepar-
ing for and managing the workshop. The Session Outline
Cards 4re a session-by-session guide for trainer use during
'the workshop. The Voidntter Program .Developinent
Guide is the partidpant's text'fbr use both during the
workshop, and as a posttrainlni reference. The two
sount filmstrips cover the principles of an effective
volunteer progra and ihe steps involved in planning,
designing, and irn errientihg such a program, in addition
'N

4

*The terms "trainee" and "partkipant" art used interchange.
Wig In thle package.

to their planned use in sesSions'and 3, the filmstrips-
can be used independently far orienting agency boards
of directors'aTi'd/or agencY staff.

,Who can benefit from this.training?

Individuals responsible for planning, imple.
Tenting, and maintainIng a volunteer program
in an alcohol service agency are the primary
target audience. The workshop should benefit
both those who are plinning such a,program
and those who want to improve an existing pro
gram.

Agency boards of direc.tors and agency staff
may also peneiit from adapted portions of the
workshop. Boards of directors often need to be

, convinced that volunteer programs can be pro-
ductive. Staff members need to be 'reassured
that their roles ire not threatened and that ade-

,
quate forethoughtIs going into the volunteer
program. For this durpose,:trainees may be
interested in borrowing the soundfilmstrips
from the trainer and using them to initiate dis'-
cassions in their own agencies.

s Who can best conduct the workshotr?

implementing this Workshop requires both training
skills ti.e., ability to orgatlize and manage a training ,

prgram, toad group discussions, present audiovisual



materials, and facilitate small group work) and a knowl-
edge of how volunteer programs operate. A trainer or
training team combining these areas of expertise is
needed to conduct t0i)s worksbbp most effeetIvely.

A volunteer program director or coordinafx
i .without extensive training experience may de-

liver the workshop successfully with thcyaid
of the fully detailed information about pon"- _.-
dudting this workshop Ind the trai errWresher
material provided in section II an ippengixes
A and B of this manual.

.

An experience'd trainer with nhtpecial knOvl-
.edge of volunteer programs may conduct the
workshop with the assistance of a person ex-
perienced Ovith volunteer programs acting as
cotrainer or resource person.

What kind of pteparation is necessary
to conduct the workshop?

Implicit in the-use of this training package is a willing:
ness to wOrk with materials developed by others. This,
in turn, requires a willingness to spend adequate time to
master the training package materials and methods.

Proper trainer preparation will require studying
thiS manual and the VolunteerProtram Devel-
opnient Guide, previewing .all of tae training
materials, and conducting at least one rehearsal
or dry run before actually prestnting the work-
shop. It would also be very useful to read Vol-
unteer Services: A Irfanual for Alcoholism Pro-
ram DirectoA* , also roduCed byeNCAE, for
further background irkormati n about volun-
teer use in the alCohql service e d2This train-
in(package presents a generic lanning process;
Volunteer Servkes discusses issues such as spe-

cific- uses of volunteers in an alcohol service
agency, working with Alcoholics Anonymous
(A.A.), and using volunteer counselors.

In addition to preparing to-present the work-
shop,,the trainer must be able,to assume or
assign the role of program manager .to carry
out managerial anb kiistical tasks,involved in
conducting the workshop. (Si apilendix B
for review of workshoP mana ment.) ) '

0

This book can be ordered from the Superintendent of Dolce,
mania, U.S. Government Printitm Office, Washington, D.C.
20402. RedUest Stock No, 017.024-40347. The price ii $1.3e.

Participant handouts and overhead transparen-
cies must be reproduced from masters in appen-
dixes Cand.P.

,)

lw many participants sould be recruited?

orkop Is deSIgned for 12 to 20 trainees. Usually,
75 to 100 invitations are required to obtain this number
of participants.

Where can the workshop be conducted?

The training site should be cqtnfortable. and attractiNie
and mut be large enough to accommodate 20 partici-
pants for

. large groLp discussion,

small grotp work, and

audiovisual presentations.

(See appendix B eor further/discussion of training site
selection.)

,

/
Trainer _Manual This document, the Trainer Manual, is .

designed to help the trainer prepare for conducting the
workshop. The remainder of this sectkin describes the
workshop materials and suggests.a preparation proced- '.

ure. Sectiqp II describes in detail the contents and activi- '
ties of\each training session. Reduced copies of the hand-
outs and transparencies to be used in the sessions and
the scripts and accompanying visuals of the filmstrip's
used in sessions 2 and 3 are included in the text of sec-
tion II, as well as background information about why
each activity was chow sand any special points of em-
phasis or cautions invOlved irrilTesenting the material. ,
Appendix A provides refresher material on the trainer
role anda review of generic information about conduct-
ing an adult training program. Appendix B discusses
workshop manageinent and logistics and include! sample
recruiting materials. Appendix C contains masters of Or
handouts to be reproduced and distributed to partici-
pants, Appendix D contains masters of the overhead
transparencies to be mod in each seision. Appendix E
contaitska training evaluation Instnim6nt for (viral
use.

Session Outline .strds. The Session e Cards are

tue cards for trainer use during the worksho his for-
mat allows the trainer to move around the roll, rather
than becoming a captive lecturer behind a desk or
podium. The cards are merely an outline; space is pro-
vrded for notetand key questions the trainer will pre-
pare for his or her own use in conducting the workshop.

,

The cards follow the sarfle\cseq4ence and format for each
session. The first cards pro ide aizovetview oNhe train-

,' ing sequence, including suggested time pqriodslior each
<activity.



IP" ;4'T wing Sequence Overview
0,41
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The next Card's specify training goals and participant
objectives.

Gods and Objechves

Io. 14 ..41 404.4

Subsequent' cards summarize the media, materials equip-
ment, training methods, and suggested meeting room
arraingements for the session.

4i11^

Mettiods. Materials. Media, Equipment,
Meeting Room Arrangements
k101

, WAN PI4.44.
1441144044
11"..era.r....1 vet+ ro

triter

,,Wr
"4.01.

I No.( .1 (,

The remaining- cards specify the training actiadties.
Media, mategia)s, and equipment.are noted in the left
margins of these cards as they occur in the training
sequence.

r

../
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Participant Handbook. The Volunteer Program Develop-
ment Guide is a reference for both trainer andopartici-
pants during the workshop ancl, an on=the-job guide for
developing or improving a volunteer program. Section I
introduces eight basic principles for an effective volun-
teer program. -

Sections II, III, and IV discuss exploration, design, and
implementation 1<ihases in establishing a volunteer pro-
gram in terms of the operational steps invoiced in carry-
ing out each development phase. ection.V contains a
bibliography and describes other resqurces aVailable to
program planners. Sample documents related to recruit-
ing, interviewing, anAvo'lunteer orientation and training
are also provided.

Transparencies. Masters for preparing transparencies for
use with an overhead projector ace to be found in ap-
pendix D. Their use allows the trainer to present infor-
mation to the whole group in an easy and efficient man-
ner. Having information ready on a "premade chalk-
board': illows continuity in the presentation', focuses
attention on significant material, end provides built-in
emphasis on the material thus presented. Reproduction
of transparencies and operation of the'overhead projec-
tor are described on pages 53 and 54. If an overhead
projector cannot be used, this material can be put on a

.fiipchart or chaikbdard.
7

Sound filmstrips. The sound filmstrips are used in ses-

-ions 2 anti 3 to present the eight principles of an iffe4-
tive volunteer program and the steps in planning, Imola-

,.

menting, and maintaining a volunteer program Use of
th'e filmstrips in the workshop is described in section II.
Operation of the filmstrip projector° is discussed on
page 55.

Particrtiant handouts. Masters forthe panicipant handl'
outs are, to be found in appendix C of the manual.
Copies for each participant Must be reeroduced before if
the workshop. Thielr use in the sessions is discussed. in /
section .11.

:



Whit is the sulgested procedure for
preparing, to conduct the workshop?

Management, and logistics. The firsts considerations in'
preparing for the workshop are those of organizalion:
choosing a time and place, recruiting and wlecting par.
ticipants, and 'obtaining Materials art equipment. See
appendix B for suggestions about plaAning and carrsling
out these management tasks.

Mastery of.content and sesSio4 sequence. In preparing to
conduct the workshop, it is suggested that the trainer
begin by reading.through section II, in,coniunction,with
the Sessloktutline Cards, to become famipar with the
total conteritsipd Sew:Jena of the sessions.and
workshoP rnatials (handouts, 4ransParenqes1 and
filmstrips). * .

. /
1\1q.Background and lefresher s, xt, the tir'aner

may want to go dver'section II again, thistirne reading
the,relepnt settions 6,f the Volunteer ProgramPfvelop-
ment Guido, and the refresher notes in appendLk 9, of the
manyl.as they are referred to in the text.

'Session notes. The next step-is tb review the Session
Outline Cards, this time planning specifically how eAki

.session will t)e conducted and making note,s on thg cue
cards about introductory rem'arks and key questions to

s

4

)

emphasize particular poin'ts, stIMulate disckission, sum-
marize sessipns, and so on. If there is to be a cotrainer or
if a resouite person will be present-during the sessions, it
will be necessary to plan together how to t:ooperate in
conducting the sessions.

.4004

Planninimedia, materials, aod equipment. At this stage,
the trainer will want to preview the filmstrips, prepare..
the transparencies, and plan the reproduction and distri-
bution of handouts.

Final preparation. A "dry run" through all the sessions,
preferably with another person acting as participant-
audience, proyrcies an excellent final step irk.preparation.
This exercise will give a feel for the flow and structure
of the worphop and for using tlie Session Outline Cards.
I f at all posiible, use of the transparencies and filmitrips
should be in'cluded in this rehearsal. If the necessary
equipment is not available, the trainer should at least go
through the mOtions to become familiar with how and
where' these media are used in the sessions and with

,t4o7i.dinating the visual and verbal presentations.

Flow much time a trainer will need to spend in prepara-
tion will be an individual matt.er, but he or she should
be sure to spend as mucly time as it takes fo feel com-
pletely in control ot the material.

4
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Conducting theMorkshop:
Session-by4ession puide

Overview p.

This section of the manual gives a session-by-session/
guide describing each training activity, why it was
chosen, and how it is carried out. Reduced copies of
the haridouts, transparencies,,and the visuals and scripts
of the filmstrips are included in the text for easy refer- .

ence. This section should he read with the Session Out-
line Curds in hand.

The purpose of the workshop is to familiarize partici-
pants with issues relating to the use of volunteers and
the principles and planning procedures involved in es-

an,effective volunteer program. Session I in-
cludes an exercise to focus participants on their own
aser-fties and discussion ot pros and cons of using volun-:-

' teers. Session 2 presents the principles of an effective
volunteer program by means of a sound filmstripLthe
group discusses these principles in relation to problemk
identified in session 1. In sessiOn 3, another sound film.:
strip is used to presert a program planning procedure.
In session 4, participants velop and discuss plani of
action to bes initiated on r turn'to their agencies.

Registration procedure

It is suggested-that t 'pants be asked to e about
V2 hour ahead of the planned start of the workshop..This
will allow tinie to greet and register each panicipant arad

. r
to (1-0,4.1.4ke workshop materials. .

Registration packets can b4k,erepared ahead for distribu-
tion to participants op arrival: This will avoid interrup-.,
tions to distribute materials during the workshop. Pack-,
etSShöttid'inclOde:

Nalne tags

All session handouts
A copy of the VOlunteer Program ,evelbk),-
ment Guide
Pencil or pen

participant roster will aid in the getting-acquainted
p cess.,pd will help participants to keep in touch with

: .7eae.h other after the workshop. Thme will probably be
r

4.

.41ast-min.ute changes in the attendance list, so the roster
tfiould be cornt5iled A late as possible.: Final correctionl
can be made during the getting-acquainted exercise in

771$ session 1 ,

List of participants' names and addresses

5
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Session 1 : Pros and Cons of a Volunteer Program 21/2 Hours-

The first fiveibssion outline cards outline the overall
tyn t.g seqience; session goals and objectives; and sum-Ne

arize training methods, materials, media; equipment,
and meeting room arrangerhents to be used in the
session.

The overall goals of this session are to establish ad at-
Mosphere conducive o learning and to open exchange
among participants o orient participants to what is to
tome in,the workThop, and to involye participantS in an,
immediate way in thinking about the advantages and dis-
advantages df using volunteers. Each activity Is dilected
toward at least one of these goals.

Introduction and Get-AccriUaintesi
Exercise (A and B)

The introduction and welcoming remarks (A) set the
tage and answer "creature comfort" questions such as
Wh nlunch?"

In the ert-acquainted e rcise (B), participants are
ipliti-d to intmduce the Ives, using handout 1 tp help
focus their remarks.

.

.1001 0 1004 14 War a. 0010W 41111. aterrs ver 106110. 1.0.30 V MVO PIN0
re to *01, I II Any p.a.. 0 4 I l ler ma ark rrr0r .01.100 y. .04
UM 0* grow II Mow 004 V

1 . raw. 140 rale re. 001. .0041
3 11 IV.WI,

3 100 yrrar Os rra t0041.0 101 ;04'10 0
11041 41010* 0.0 410411000 0.

I OW Mr 01, *RAW 0 re%0.400 Wattirrar .110,010,:. room.,
,ftror.

6 w twit, tr I tr 00000 what 0 00101. mpr014 IS 3140057

'

Theorcisels provided. to Otitis-fish allasisbf ekchange
airong paitipants and td cue thi trainer to paiticipaht

expectations about the workshop. The exercise is sdc-
cessful to the degree that participants ire encouraged to
orten up and disclose themselves to the group. It t? thsre-
fore inwortant that the trainer set the tone by going first
and showing a willingness to disclose information about
himself or herself, perhaps inviting participant questions.

4

This activity should not be rushed thrpugh. As with all **)
of the time, speeifications throughout the workshop, 30
'minutes is a suggested time period. Time spent now in
allowing participants to get to krtow each other pays off
later in the effectiveness of.group work. It is appropriate
for the trainer to take time to.comMent on participants'
.rernarks and to encourage ihe other participants to do so
as well, especially if the exercise threatens to become
too stilted or formalized.

Workshop Ovekrview.(C).

As outlined, the wor shop oierview (C) includes a de,-
siription of the puc'pse ofipb workshci),4the his
and background of the ing package, and an int
ductionto ihe trainee's text, the Volunteer Progroin De.
velopment Gild* (VPDG).

This ol;\evjew should orient participants to the training
plan (trapsparenties A and 14, familiarize them with the
text, and allow the trainer to discuu particiPant eXpelc-
tations,

infounation about the history and background of the
traitisihs package is found in the preface to 0$10ilititil1.
The trainer should add notes about why hior she and/or
the sponsoring agencY have undertaken to'conduct the .

workshop.

Participants dre then referred to han,dout Z workshpp
gosl and obiectives. This handout wilt be referred to
again at the beginning of each session to help partici-
pants kiep track of where theY are its the training

OT,*guano..
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When the rarticipants have read th ough handout 2,
display transparencies A and B, t orkshop Over-
vieW and Instructions for Small Gr Work. Describe
the activities for each session and tiow they relate to the
goal and objectives and to the participant expectations
elicited in therget-axquainted exercise,

For, example, pkticipants who are concerned about
peouading their boards of directors of the advantages
of A volunteer program will be helped by\the discus.
sion of volunteer program pros any1 cons in session 1.
Needs of those who are ready to begin planning and
designing an effective program will be met in session 3.
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Next, participants are intr6duced to the' Vo/unther
Promm Devolopmtnt Guk/e. Relevant sections of the
text are pointed out and related to the sessio$contents.
Section 1 of thelguide coVers tite principles of an effec-
tive volunteer program, the 'topic addressed in session 2,
gOctions II, Ill, and IV are detailed descriptions of
planning, designing, and implementing a pilot volunteer
program, the topic of session 3. aSection V identifies
various iesources available to program plaAers. in addi .

lion to reinforcing workshop contents, making the par-
ticipants familiar with the guide from the beginning of
the workshop will encourage and facilitate its use as the
take-home reference for which it is pilmarily intended.
It is helpful to point out that participants need not take
extensive notes during the sessions since detailed infor-
mation, pSrticularly on program planning, is available in
the text.

The guide may also address participant needs not covered
epciflcal during workshpp sessions'. For example, t
participant who is Particularly interested in information
about training volunteers may be referred to the exten-
sive list of publications in section V. Another may be
interested in how to recruit and select,vokmteers,4This .

topic is covered in some detail in the text and additional
reading is suggested in the resourde section. It is there-
fore particularly important that the trainer be familiar
with the contents of the guide.

Participant expectations that will not be met by the
workshop training or in the guide shpuld definitely ,not
be ignored. The trainer or resource person may be ite
to deal with 301Te concerns during breaks between is-
sions, or some cf the other:participants may have neede4
information or experienas or know of relevant resoutcei;
the should beencouraged to contribute this knowledge.
Even if there is no immediate' answer to a cincern or
expectation, the trainer's open acknowledgement of thjs
fact will jettn dissatisfactibn ankforestall the likeillfrod
of passive or resistant behavior by trainees.

I



Agency'Asieumeni Checklist (D)

in this exercise, trainees work indepepdently for a few
minutes to complete part I ahd read over pert II bf ttfe
Agency Assessment Checklist (handout 3)1The topics
in this checklist parallel material to be coveftd laer in
the workshop.. This 15-minute activity is in the training
sequence at this point to helpttiainees connect what
they are about to hear and see with' syNat they know to
be reality in their own agencies. The checklists are corn-

*.pleted and Isrocessed in session 4.

S.

Al, Aber.. No. 1014

^-1

06.1,
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Participants may not be able to ans;ver many of the
questions on the checklist; this does noernatter because
the purposeof the activity is to stimulate thought rather

'than to provide immediate answers. The trainer %hould
reinforce this idea if participanu become arixious about
not having ail the answers. 4i

The trainer should also point out that th checklist is
not to be handed in or evaluated in any y but is
strictly for the trainees' os,n use, both later during the
workshop a4d on return to their agencies. .

Pros and Cons of Using Volunteers*
Brainstohning Exercise (E)

The briinstorming actis%ity proCrides a good look at the
attitudes and feelings about using volunteers-that plink-

. ipants need to deal with within their own agencies and
communities as well as in their own minds. The.activity
also'identifies the problems that become the basis of
dlicussion forthe next two sessIons, in which principles

-end pinning procedures are introduced and applied.
(See appendix A for further discussion of the brain-
storming process.)

/
A flipchart is suggested fbr this ixercise because tt is ,'
easy to use and provides a permanen1 record. Altema-

. tivelyo a IargechAIa.d can be used or large sheets of
paperaisn be tap to the wal -

There is usuallit'no problem getting 'participants to ,

offer a wealth of prus and cons during this activity. The
train& should b vey familtar with ire*Jists of pros

-and COM prov 4n the Stssion.1)utfine earviis and be

prepared t. 4ny important items that. ar 'osier-
looked. with Itri questions, for ex ple, "What effect
will the addition of vtiunteers ham` oh your agincy14
relations, with the coinmunity?" "How will paid staff
feel aboirt 'volunteers?" t .
Most of the cons will,be fairly simple problems that re

worked out in careful planning and management pt N .

,cedures-;items such as "Volunteers are unreliable.'
"Volu'nteers won't observe confidentiality." These are
the kinds of problems the workshop addresses. Some of
the cons may be philosophical is6ues-, such as "Volunteer- gi

ism is another ,,z,vay to discriminate against women,"
..f"Using volunteers allows government agencies to avoid

responsibilitiei," "Volunteers takepaying lobs away
from giose who need then't," Theseissues, points on..
which individual agencies must take a philosophicdpo-
sition, are not addressed by the workshop.

If issues like these arise, it IS the trainer's option to de-

. cide how much discussion to give them. At the least,.
they shduld be defined and put into pel`spective as
philosophical questions, as bpposed to manageMent ,

"roblems. It is also up to the trainer to decide whether -
'Ito elicit orlraw attentIon to such issues. This kind

of discussion will give grevee depth to the,exercise; it
will also Cake more/tine. The decision will be based in
pan on the interest and sophistication of the trainees,

Counter Argurptntl to Cons
Small Group Diseussion (r).,

At this point, thioroup is divided-into discussion groups
of four or five-participants.and each group is migned
four or five problems Atom the "con" list for which they
are to devblop counterarguments.

The primaot purple" of the activity is to allow the par-
ticipants to explo4and develop alternative viewpoints
to the reasons for not us4ng volunteers. This is'clearly a
more active learning apPrOach thao having the trainer
provide arnwers. A secondarsepurpose is to give partici. ,

pants an opportunity to Interact and share information.

i-ransoarenCY C is used to explain the proiedure for

".

small group work. .

In assigning groups, the trainer may want to make a
point ol seeing that each groupincludes both more and,
less experienced participants, or individuals who have
and who do not have a volunteer program in the agent
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SESSION 1: IINSTRUCTKWS
SMALL mow WORK

1, GROUPS OF 4 OR 6 PARTIOPANTS AM
e ESTABLISHED.

t. A REC04001 IS CHOSEN FOR EAC44 GROUP.

RECI:ADVIIICOPY THE "G'"ONS" It4R
PROBLEMS ASSIGNED to mei: ortou0s.'...4

.

4. GROUPS ASSEMBLE ANDOEVELOP
_COUNTER ataUMENTS FOR At mop, OF
.THE ASS/GNED PROBLEMS AS POSS/IfLE.

5. RECOhDERS TAKINOTES ANO PREPARE TO
MAKE A 3-5 MINUTE REPORT TO THE LARGE
GROUP.

"Or

cie they iepresent. Group.recorder's may either be as-
signed by the trainer or:chosen by the groups.

During small group work, the trainer shoutd circulate
to thake sure/that the task is understood and the.grwq
are on'course. The trafher may want to go from groufto
group playing devil's advaate, askinggroups to per-
suade him or her that a-reason against using voltsnteers

., is not valid. (See appendix,A further discussibn of
small woup work.),

CounteratipmentsUrge Group Discussion (G)

4large group is reconvened and the "cons" and thei(
counterarguments are tpresented and discussed. This

4

Ti

activity allows perticipants tcl$1,are the learntni that has
ybken place ln.tmall kroups. t

Durrng large group discussiofl, the trainer should hold
off,Onsindepth ciliCuss)on of questions that relate panic-
ularly to the kork of later sessions,These problems art
ddressed again in Ocussion a principles and the stages

ot program plannirit (See appendix' for moreabout ,

large groOp diikussion.)

4 \ 4 e'
Sumaind Corklusidp of:Sessiot) (H)

The trainer summarizes the sessio2 as hiving allowed
particip.ants to get acquainted with each other anq the,
contents of the workshaetto foal's, by means of the
Agency Assessment Chesklist, on conditions in their I
own agencies; and to crystallize their own 'thinking 1

about the pros a4c1 cons of using volunteers. As a pref-
,,,ace to the following sessions, parlicipants2re reminded

that some of the qu'ATIOns and problems that have
arise in the session will be discussed again in sessions
2 3 in relation to principles and program'Planning.

The session summary prov,ides another opportunity to
get feedback from th $articipant; about their expec-

...lotions and concems iw that they are warmed up and
imov o v ed in the topic:

Breaks of a fe/w min4I s are suggested between sessions,
their length depend' g on how the schedule is running,
and participant anf trainer needs.

A

0
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.Session t: 'Princir.iies, of An.'iffirctive'Voluoteer Progiam

4.

(*ening Remarks (A)

,

The ptirOose'of this session is to introduce participanfs
tO the prinCipies underlying-an effeciive volunteer prD-
gram and to allow therri,to relate these Principles to the
problems identified in session 1. .
Refer participacts to handout 2' to establish session
objectives.
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Introduction of Filmstrip, "eight" (B)

The filMstrip_presents ejeht principles underlying an ef-
fective volunteer progpm, in the context bf the kinds 'of
problems these principles address, The-Introduction of
these principles forms the' basis for group ycussion.

In introducing the filmstrip, ask particjoats to think
about:.

wais In which the prindiples discusted appiY to'
the problems Identified In session 1,1

PA

..

Suggest that participants don't need to y to take notes' '
while watching the filmstrip, because the principles are
written out on handout 4 for reference durirggrouji
cussion and are-further discussedlin section I of the V°. I-

unteer Program DovelopIrttnt Guide,

,
1 Hours

implicOonkof thesf/principles for agency ad-
ministration, staff, and pr4gram planners; and

circumstances in their own agencies for whit
these principles have

Filmstrip Viewing (C)

The prdjector should be loaded and the screen adjustri
before the start of the session. OnstructiOns for loading
and operating filMsthp projectors are given on page
55.) TO Use filmstrip with automatic sound filmstiip
projector:

Advance filmstrip tb focus frame and adjust
fops.

Advance filmstrip to black frame and start
cassette player, using side of tape Marked "in-
audible cue." The projector will thervadvance

automailca14, according toTniudi-
ble cues on the cassette tape. .

,

To uselilmsthp with manually operated projector and
sepayate audibtape cassette player:

Advance filmsuip to-focus frame and aditist, -

focus.

. Advance film,strip to black frame and start cat-
4Itte tape(on SeparateA player, using side of cas-
-sette marked "audib)e cue:"

Advance maituelly% following the
t audible sues on ihataP±Nif you find the audi-

ble cue intrusive, you can use the script below
for.tiMing.'For Lframes wIrhilo narration, ad-
Ince On the beat of the nsUsic at the specified
1-second or 2-seccind Interyals. Some prictic
will be recitilred for mot coordination of
visuals and sound,

. % .

. , ".'4*-4rfya, et% t. e41A5 A srk4.
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als and scriOr59or the fnmstrip a.rF repr;duced below.
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Volunteers can really,gt the job done!

Throughout our recept sociarservice and politipl history,

V

vo)unteers have moved ail kinds of institutions and

f' 4

persuasions into taking' action, making progress, meetingneeds.

a

VolunteerWiave helped agencies stretch diminishing dollars and enrich theie servicts.

_ re-

But using and managing vojuriteefs has been t

4

A
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\) problem,f0 many social service groups,

including Alcoholism service delivery agencies,
7-

AO.

,
Program directors, Impevisors, and staff are often reluctant to consider using

volunteers, to exten 0 complement staff servjces.

,

"
Many believe that volunteers are utdependablej

that they can't be supervised,
.

they "burn

4.

" they're unprofessional.

They feel that staff and clients distrust lo_lunteers,

:#
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,

that volunteert violatekonf1dentinty,

tha they are disruptive, irresponsible,
,- ..

+t-

inflexible "dO-gooders." Are these

.
A O. I

I !

r"--
,

fears well-founded? Notipecessarily. Voldnteers

- won't present those problems if a volunteer program isplanned and

4

, implemented with eight _basic principles in mind.

4

v .

i

,/""

MUSICADVANCE FRAME qv BEAT OR 44 XIMATELY EVERY'
2 SECONDS, '

4-

At

O
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MUSIC continued

AP'

rhe tirst principle, agency com'mitmerbt to a volunteer program, is crucial.

The agency's policyakirig body must be wiiiing to allocate funds, provide staff.
time, and deiegate authority to a volunteer cOordinator qualified to Plan and
implement the program.

Sttfemust be committed to the program, through involvement in its developffient
from the beginning, and the volunteer coordinator ri'ru'st have thelr ospport.

Total agency support will ensure client confidence in the program. The agency
musii>committed to the idea of a. volunteer program.

MUSIC -ADVANCE FRAME ON Ex AT OR APPROXIMATELY EVERY
2 SECONDS.

00(

a.

4.
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MUSiC continued

it takes more than one person to plan a volunteer program.. A planning committee
- should be appointed at thetvery beginning, including agency administrators, key

staff members, and perhaps former clients.

Those who have experience with volunteei programs in other community agencies
should also be included. The more experience, ideas, and resources brought to the
usk of planning and designing a volunteer program', the better don't face it alone:

MUS1CADVANCE FRAME ON BEAT OR APPROXIMATELY D/ERY
2 SECONDS.

1

4`r

IM"
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MUilC,-continued

Start small, with a pilot program. That way, plans.and procedures can be tested -

and corrections and improvements mad'e before the program is expanded ahd larger,
nungpers of volunteers are involved. Fine4uhing a pilot program will eliminate a
multitude of difficulties in supervising and managing volunteers. The initial pro-
gram should be a pilot program.

.

MUSICADVANCE: FRAME ON BEAT OR APPROXIMATELY EVERY
2 SECONDS. *

a

e

Sufficient time must be taken for planving before the first volunteer is recruited.
tlothing is more disastrous than a horde of eager volunteers at the agency doors
before lolid plans have beenmade for selecttni and orienting volunteers and for
assigning them to specific jobs. Walk, don't run. Sufficient time must be allotted
for planning before the first volunteer is recruried.



MUSICADVANCE FRAME ON BEAT OR APPROXIMATELY EVERY.
2 SECONDS

14

4

,

The volunteer program must be`an integfal part of the total agency program. As a
t3, "fifth wheel" with little relevance to the agency's goals and services, the program

Will soon collapse.

MUSICADVANCE FRAME ON BEAT OR APPROXIMATELY EVERY
2 SECONDS.

*
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MUSICcorolnued

I

And the volunteer must be an integral part of agency staff. VOlunteers art staff -
members, even though unpaid, and sho id be sublect to the same Management
pollees and procedures as paid staff.

, . . .

Volunteers who see themselves as an integral part of agency stff.are unlikely to be
disruptive or irresponsible.

MUSICADVANCE FRAME ON BEAT OR. A/)PROXIMATELY EVERY
2 SECONDS,
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MUSICcontinupd

Volunteers have many rnolives for offerinj their services, but it's a two-way street.
Motivation must be sustained by thelmewledge that their work is' needed and
valuable. Public recognition isplally welcome, but inforrnal recognition from day

ON to day, regular performance elluations, and opportunities to grow into Increased
res.ponsibility are even more important incentives. Volun er incentives are critical
to program success.

mustcADVANCE FRAME ON BEAT OR APPROXIMATELY EVERY
2 SECONDS.

.10
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Program monitoring and evaluation Ate essential. The worth of the program can be
measured in objectWe terms of new services offered, additional clients served,
greater community rrcognition ofthe agency spr9gran1 , or a news4etter that didn't
exist before, EcNally important are the 1 1 s. Do Olunteers feel their work
is re arding? Ar administrators and staff laier to expand the program? Are,
Wen

,
s pleased wi volunteer services?

Both kinds of inforration are needed to use.volunteers effectively, to correct any
problemsto ensure that the program is worthwhile. Monitoring and evaluation
are essential.

MUSICADVANCE FRAME ON BEAT OR APPROXIMATELY EVERY
3 SECONDS, .

.1
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MUSICcontinued

A
There is a large conceptual difference between using unpaid help and

'designing and implementing a volunteer program.

4

("
Like any agency program, it requires committhent,

planning, and ongoing evalyation. It must be

fully integrated into the total agenCy program and

11,

,(

maintained with She continuing motivation of
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both pald'and unpaid staff, fill.; these

eight principles'aft observed, a

volunteer program can be invaluable

(

to an alcoholism service agency.

4te,

?ft

4.

:
MUSI ADVANCE,FRAME ON BE4T OR APP OXIMATELY EVERY 7
2 SEC ND&
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DiscUssiOn of Filmstrip (I))

Disussion c the filmstrip shouldvtocus on applying the
eight principle n articipani41 own agencies and to the4
potential probIeiM identified In session 1.

This followup discussion helps, too reinforce the princi-
ples introduced in the filmstrip, provides a framework
for thinking inakestabiNhing or modifying a volunteer
prograrn in a way *at avoids anticipated problems or
solves existing problems, and develops a context for the
planning process presented in the following session.

Paripants are referred to handilut 4.
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Each of the principles should be-reviewed ind discussed
in turn. Optional trigger gifestions Ire included in the
Session Outline Cords. Fo{ discussion to be meaningful,
partioipants must first accept or reject the eight princi .
ples as valid and ap'plicable. If doubts are jexpresse
about the validity of any or aji of the prinaples, the
reservations should be disci:sled and alternatives invited.

During discussion, problems from session l cart be
referred to when it becomes obvious that a given prin.
di)? applies.

The emphasis of the discussion is on the importance of
these principles as an i.lndeOing philosophy of agency
responsibility for an effective volunteer program. Spe-
cific planning procedures, based on these principiesf
are discussed in session 3 and should not be gone into
in this discussion.

Summary and Conclusidill4f Session (E)

The session can be summaTivd as haying introduced
principles that actdress all Colost 61 the problems con-
fronted in planning and implementing a volunteer pro-
gram. How these principles are applied will depend on
the size of the agency, the natures of the program, vail-

bIe risurces, and needs of administration,
staff, and clients. Specific steps in the exploration, de-
sign, and im'plementation phases of a pilot program are
to be discussed in session 3. 4
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Session 3: Planning ik Pilot Volunteer Program - 2 Hours

Opening Remarks (A).

In this session, participants art introduced to a step-by-
step planning procedure for estiblishing a pilot volunteer
program. They discuss how the principles introduced in
the preceding session ire put into effect in the planning
process and how specific steps may tr carried out in the
context of their own agencies.?

Refer participants to handout 2 to review this session's
objectives..11
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introduction of Filmstrip, "steps" (B)

The films,trip, "step," presents a planning process con-
ceived in thiVe phases: exploration, design, and imple-
mentatio. Specific steps are outlined for carrying out
each phase of program planning.

In introducini the filmstr, uk participants to think
abouti

ways in which the planning process relates to
the principles discussed In session 2, and

applicability of the planning process to their
own agency circumstances.

Showing of Filmstrip (C)

The projector should be loaded and the screrl adjusted
before the start of the sessjon. (lnstrudtions for filmstrip
projector set-up andoperatlon are on page SS.) The .

visuals and script of the filmstrip are providermlow.
,See operating instructions on page 10.
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A Systematic Process for Planning, Implementing, apd Maintaining a Volunteer
Program

Produced by the National Center for Alcohol Education

Adam: Come in.

, Sandy!". Hi, Adam, how are you? Good to see you agairi;

_ Adam:

\(

Hi, Sandy. Thanks for ethpping by. I really need some Hilp and
you're one of the

few people I know who can help me. Tom asked me last week to
get a volunteer program started here, but

I haven't the vaguest idea what to do first. You've had a lot of
experience with running a voiunt rogram. How do I go about
it?"

Sandy: (laughter) By approaching the job one step at a *mesystemati-
cally. I've used the planning process outlined in the

3 4
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Volunteer Program oevalopment GM'. that was done by the Na-
tional Center for Alcohol Education. I brought one along for you to
road.

. 4wr

Why don't I tell you about yle planning process now? You an read
the book later. The guide divides the planning process Into

three major activities: an exploration phase, a pilot program design
. --phase, and an implementation.phase.

Adam: By exploration phase, I gu s you mean time to begin to find out
whether we really can use volunteers, and whether startinea pro-
gram is feasible for u.

Sandy: Yes, that's right.

First of all you're going to need some help. Ask Tom, your director,
to ,sit down with you and help you ,line up some people to serve on
a planning committee.

4

Adam: 'Aside from some staff ,ind Tom, who strould be on 12.,

Sandy: YOu'll want some.representation from several community service
agencies,

S.

including some that have volunteer programs,



'and possibly some former clients. The more heads

4
to help, the better,

Adam: Okay, I can think of a

^

411

few people right off the top of my head who might

be interested. Le go on; What's ne ,s?

.416.

Sandy: The first thing you and the pleating c4mmittee have to do is take a
look at your agency's goals to sae if yoiunteers can be used to
achieve them.

For instance, if one of your agency's goal s, say, toltreass cpm-
munity understanding of alcoholism as a stable illness,

the question to ask is, "Can volun rs be used effectively in an
organizegl way to help achleite that goal?" This kind of analysis
should give you some answers not only about whether to use volun-
teen, but also some general direction about

how to use them.

Next you need to gath me Information.

What are ioluntears'doing In your comm'unity? What agencies krt.,
using volUnteers, and how?
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What community resources are available to draw on to halpdesigh
or operate your program?

Adam: And then l'm goineto have to find oirt what our specific needs for
a volunteer protram are, right?

Sandy: Exitly.

Adam\ / Very likely Tom has some

specific administrative needs in mind, perhaps some fundraising or
public relations. And we'll need

""\

to ask clietits for suggestions too.

As far as that goes, i can think of some

things we need right now. We do

need so'me help with transportationgetting clients to A.A.' meet-
ingsand

heard some of the staff talk about needing some addition&

a

help with the otcti nal therapy service. Apparently some of the
cllents



_

aren't interektpd in the activities we have available now.

Sandy: Yes, don't forget to ask staff. I t's so important to involve staff in
your program.

I.
Find out what they want to do but don't have time to do.

Their needs may range from help with

intake paperwork to updates cip the latest alcohol

research. Regardless of the need,

Akyou should be able to find a volunteer who has the necessary skills.

141

;

'.After yotkand the commitlee have canvassed everyline and taken a
look at your community's resources,

'

-1..4,.."1.-%"";:4 '1.4 1 ;441,V4,74431444,-4.
.
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you'll need several work sessions to pUt

alt the information you've gathered Into perspective and to put

together a proposal for your volunteer

program 90 you can submit it to the board of directors.

The board will have to understand what's involved in operating a
volunteer program-- - I

that volunteers are not free. They require

staff time and other agency resources

4

Including money and office space.
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4.
Adam:

Sandy:

'But they museeo understand that the benefits of using voiunteers,

expanded services, and advocapAs fur the agency out there In the
comMunity, far outweie the ants. -

Following the board's deiision to start

a program, the next step is to appoint a volunteer coordinator to
actually plan and implement a pilot prograr.

,f
VP

Okay, Sandy, assuming I m given that responsibility,ohat do I do
firststart recruiting volunteers?

No, this is

where you start on phase 2 in the planning processthe pilot pro-
gram design phaseand the first step here is to

define the objectives of your pilot program and get them on paper.
And I do mean a pilot program. Starting small glves you a chance to
correct plans and procedures that don't work before you involve a
large number of volunteers.

The first step in this phase is to spell out what you want your volun-
teers to be dorng and by when. One objective might be that volun-
teers would provide instruction in six additional arts ancl crafts dur-
ing the daily, 3-hour occupational therapy sessions.

/NO

The program of instruction will begin in 3 months' time and will run
for 6 months. The more specificyou are with your objectives, the
better; wtiting them in measurable terms will help you take stock of
your plans and progress much more easily.

Adam: Okay, that's pretty clear.
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What's next?

Sandy: lop desCriptions. You'll heed to get them on paper 'too so that
olviyorlit stiff, Clients, and volunteerswill know What to expect.

AdaM: Do I have to write job descriptions if they ilieady e).(ist for paid
staff?

Sandy: .rtalnly notIf .the volunteer is doing the same job, that is, I

ught along with ma one of the job dekriptions we developed for
ou program..We needed someone to plan and produce some media
presentations for us since we were being asked to do a lot. Of work
with community groups.

The description we came up with realFy gets specific about the tasks

involved. We spelled out everything,

script writing, editing, taping,

photographic skills, slide

Roduction even down.to editing audiotape,

Adam: Wait a mlnuti, Sandy, f'm beginning to get a little overwhsirned by
all of this'. I don't know whether we canido all of It'Or not, And I'll
never remeMber all of those steps.

Sandy: (laughter) Don't wdrry Adam, it's all in the book I gave yoU.

Adam: Okay. (relieved lau#star)
; ,

e.4
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Sandy:

Adam:

What's next?

Planning all the procedures you'll noel for supervision, recprd-i
keeping, scheduling, spce allocation, and clerical assistance.

Is all this really necessary just to use some volunteers? It sounds like
a lot of paperwork to me.

Sandy: Yes, it's necessary, Aclarn, but it's not really that much work.

There's a principle to keep in mind here. Your voluhtee-r program
should be an intwal part of your total agency program. The pro-
cedureryou use will be the same as, or adaptations of, those you
use for paid staff. You don't have to work out new ones.

Adam: Okay. That makes a lot of sense. (pause) I think I'm about ready to
come up with a

recruiting plan, aren't I?
a

Sandy: Yes, and by that time you'll kribw how many volunteer jobs you
have available, and job descriptions for each of tbern.

111( ir
I will be fairly simple then to identify some specific recruitinent
ta ets, You mentioned some additional instruction in occupational
therapy. Depending on what clients' needs are,* to the places
where people are\using those

skills. Go to the.local greenhouse owner;

talk to her about vol4ng

her 1lls and abiljties; see what's



(

involved as far as supplies and equipment

/A
are concerned, If you

4,*

mood a neikletter, yr could approach the comnlillnity college's
journalism department;

some of the students might want

to volunteer their services to produce it. And maybe

course credits could be arranged for them.

There

are more ways and pieces to recruit volunteers than I th
What's the next step? I guess we'd have to figure out how we're
going to actually seiect the volunteers we wept.

1

Sandy: Right, Adam;

and there afea number of decisions to make in developini some of
thi criteria for selecting them.

Those criteria should be based on any itibs theft art to be
filled, and the job skiiis or evidence needed to,fill the petition,
and whether or ighly Motivated people withoutthe right job
skills could do thrk if they received onthe4ob.tralning.



Adam:

You'll have todetermine who makes the final decision about selet-
tion and placement, and what resources are needed to go through
the selection ptoCeS$ with an appliclkt.

1 would imagineNat the personal interview wopld he very [mot-- ..

cant in this selection process.

No

Sandy: Yes, it is. What are some of the things you would attempt

learn duripg the interview?

Adam: Certainly

k

one area to cemer is the person's understanding of anti feelings about
.

alcoholism. And I think

it would be .important to try-to determine What his or her motiva-
tions are for

41unteering.

Sandy: Right, and you'll also want to get some sense

v

of whether the amlicant's personality would complement .

those of the staff and other volunteers,
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and try to get a fix orv the person 's.generkj maturity, sensitivity,
and

----flexibility, as well as his or her personal Interests. Also, the
information and

insights you get durinrttie integOw will give you a Ziretty good
idea how

much orientation to the agency the volunteer will need:

We don't have to spend a lot of time on this right now. The bbok I
gave youlgoes into this step pretty thoroittighly,

What do you think is the next step, Adam?

Adam: Let's see. Orienting the volunteers to our agency, I guess, They'll have
to know what our services are, whR,stafris, our persOnnel policie's,
whatever we decide to ao instirance coverage and reimburse:.
'ment for travel expenses basic information about what we do
.what we're all about.

tSandy: Right,

Adam;

Sandy;

and next?

s

4

1:-

Training. A plan for training voluntiors.
O. -k.°-.

Yes, and the extant 'of the.tralming iout:Iloptv. to plan for will **owl
on the.volunteers you select for the p am."

..1, .

4 5
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If ybu're able to recruit and select volunteors whom skills mateiN
your job descriptions, training won't be neeessary. f e
During the time I was working at the rehabilitation center, several of
our volunteers expressed an

.0111terest in doing some work in the area of prevention.

So we set up some seiKnstructional sessions for them, using the
alcohol facts material from the

s and Drinking series, also developed by the National Center
--fbr Alcohol Education.

/

41.

We also had them work with the slide shows another

volunteer developed about our center's works

Then we were able to respond to all

the requssts from community groups to talk about program.



Adam: Okay, what's next?

Sandy: One of the most'important aspects

of your planningevaluation. Plan to find out whothor, and how,
your program is working, bottrin dollars-and-oents terms and how
people feel about it. If the program Is costefficient but nàbody feels
good about it, chances are it's not going to function verywell,

Adam: What about the money end of all this, Sandy?

Sandy: Well, you're going to have to keep your budget in mind as you worka

through the program design phase, Adam.

s..414 Art",

4!

And you might want to think of aiternative ways to handle same of
the costs involved.

Adam: Well, I

imagine we're ready for phase 3, right? 4'

Sandy: Right, A.dam, and a very important step ir\the Implementation of
the pilot program

e orientation of your stiff to the volunteer program,

As I said earlier, staff involvement n tho planning of your program hrz,.

crucial from the beginning, but all 'Staff

/-/
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must be informed and opt up-to-date qn the specific

plans for the program as you begin to operate It.

And I guess we1ywtegln

to recruit our volunteers at this point and work our way through -

all of the procedures and plans we've established.

Sandy:. Yes, 4nd don't forget one last thing, something ential to the.
health of the

program. Recognition of the contributions our volunteer5 make..

Adam: You mean have an annual banquet?
A

Sandy: Well,-i-hat's one form of reoognitiOn

4'

but there are oth-rkthat a ore imporeant.

Aside from informal communication -and lots of it
al1/4\

,
job satisfaction and motivation can be maintained

in a number of ways. One is to make sure that your volunteers

4 8

,



recetve regular job performance evaluations, just as ytur paid staff
receive. If the }ob

f 9

(

is worth doing, it's worth evaluating. If you're interested

*

in a volunteer's performance, he or she will be, too.

And people will stay motivated if thr job-they're doing is providing
work experience

1C.
ft) an eventual ialaried position or if their job responsibilities are
increased from time to time. But the best form of recognitkon

depends on what the individual volunteer's needs are. It

be a reference kir a paiii job, increued job responsibilities,

_541%rig publicly recognized as the v'olunteer of the month. (PSual

Well) that's the process, Adam.,

00

pker

,

t ;114
EP v,



Very sim ly, consider volunteers as staff, and plan for and manage
them an rogram In the same way. I've always tried to run my
program that w

tt,

Adam: Sandy, thanks, you've really helped. I've got my work Cut out for
me, but I know where I'm going now. And thanks for the book.

Sandy: You're More than welcome, Adam, Give me a call later, and let me
know how you're doing.

Adam: Goodbye, Sandy.
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Discussion of Filmstrip (D)

In preparing to lead 4i discussion of the filmstrip "steps,"
tlie trainer should be very familiar not only with the
content oNhe filmstrip but also with sections II, III; and
IV of the VPDG.

At the conclu*A of the filmstrip shcowing, the trainer
should relate the planning procedure to the principles
introduced in session 2. Refer participants to the flow-
chart on page iv of the Volunteer Program Dtvelppment
Guide or to transparencies D, E, and F, which outline
the whole planning procedure described in the filmstrip,
and to the principles on handout 4.

Point out, or ask participants to point out, the relation-
ship between specific principles and specific steps in the
three phases. Take the step "Devise Recruitment Plan."

Worakrffirii PROGRAM
DIVILOPMENT STEPS:

11 ilimidOt
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At least two prislciples have strong implicatidns for
recruitment planning:

Principle: Sufflitent time must be allotted for planning
before the first volunteer Is recruited. Often the first
impulse in getting a volunteer program underway is to
see how many volunteers can be lined up. The steps out-
lined in the filmstrip, and in greater detail in the guide,
make the pitfalls in such timing quite obvious.

Principle:( The volunteer is an integral part of the total
agency nig. In considering this principle as it relates to
recruitment planning, it becomes clear that this under-
standing of volunteer commitment is very important in
choosing recruiting strategies. The agency's expectations
in terms of volunteer commitment must be communi-
cated to potential volunteers. In turn, potential voiun-
teers should also be informed of the kind of acceptance
which they can expect from agency paid staff.

Planning StepsSmall Group Discussibn (E)

In small group work, the focus is.on specific steps in the
planning procedure. There it too much material for
every planning step to be discussed in detail.. It is sug-
gested that groups of four or five participants be formed-
to discus's a planning step that seems particularly role.,
vant or especially problematic. The small'groups then
share their work with the other participants during
large group discUssiqn.

Once topics have been selected, each gra* Can begin by
quickly reading through the pages of the Pb/untesr Pm--

. gram Development Guide which relate to the stetr they
have chosen to discus's, (See page iv of the guide foiltie
appropriate page number.) They can thettilikusa the
planning step and prepare a presentationtfor ;the large
voup.

One way to prepare a presentation Couid byto let
trainees structure a rolotplay around a partictilar prob.
I. situation for 'presentation to the lairs. Voup. A role

44
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pfay provides both an effective means of group presenK
tation and a rehearsal for what the trainee may need to
be able to do in an actual planning situation in his or her
agency,

Problems in planning steps that lend themselves to pos-
sible role play situations include:,

a meeting in which an agency.director or vol-
unteer cOordinator is trying to gain support for
a volunteer program from a skeptical board of
trustees,

a staff meeting to assesssneeds ofadministra-
tion and staff who feel overworked but are dis-
trustful of the idea of using volunteers,

a planning committee meeting todevplop spe-
cific program objectives, to which each member
comes with a different set of priorities,

an interview with a prospective volunteerwho
is ready to solve the problems, of the world and
must be confronted with the goals of the
agency program and a written job description.

These suggestions are only a few possibilities. The trainer
can suggest additional ideas and/or allow the groups to
come up with role,play situations Of their own.

For planning steps less well adapted to a role play situa-
tion, or for groups disinclined to use this' technique, a
planning step may simply be discussed in small groups,
and one or more representatives from the small group
may present the cumulative ideas to the large group.

Display transparency G to clarify the group,task.

41.

r
SESSION 3: INSTRUCTIONe FOR

SMALL GROUP WORK

1. GROUPS OP 4-8 PARTICIPANTS ARE
ESTABLISHED.

2. EACH GROUP CHOOSES A STIP FROM THE
PLANNING ANO IMPLEMENTATION MODEL
FOR DISCUSSION.

S. SMALL GROUPS CONVENE AND READ THE
RELEVANT PAGES IN 'NE VPOG.

4. GROUPS PREPARE A PRESENTATION FOR
ma LARGE mow.

I. LARGE GROUP RECONVENES; SMALL
GROUPS MAKE PRESENTATIONS IN TURN.

Planning StepsLarge Group Discuu

When the large group is elconvened, each small group in

turn makes its presentation. Participants questions And
comments aritinvitet Ten minutes are allowed to eacti
of the small groups for presentation and discussion,. '
The purpose of this session is primarily to emphasize the
importance of careful andiletailed planning to the suc-
cess of a volunteer program. In lb remaining perfod of
group discussion, the trainer will want to address this
issue.,

,
if some of the participants are from agencies with *st-
ing volunteer programs, they may be invited to discuss

whether adequate time was spent in planning
before their programs Were impleMented, and

anY problem that arose in the program, due to
insufficient planning time or details overlooked
in the planning process.

If none of the participants has specific experience, the
trainer (or resource person) may wish to share some of
his or her own particularly relevant experien6s in estab-
lishingor maintaining a volunteer program.

Summary.and Conclusion of Session (G)

In summarizing the session, remind participants that

the planning process is discussed thoroughly in
the Volunteer Progn2m Development Guide.
Specific suggestions are offered for each devel-
opment step. The guide should be used as a ref-
erence when participants return to their agencies
and are ready to begin program planning o
modification.,

the specific application of the planning proce-
dure will vary depending on the nature of the
program,' the siae of the agency, the resources
available in the community, and the needs of
agencY staff, clients, and administration. The
planning procedure presented in the guide is a
model, meant to be adapted to participants'
own particular situations.

eo'is
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Session 4: Getting Started With Your Own Agen9y Program

Opening .Remarks (A)

. .

in this session,..participants will complete the Agency
Assessment Checklist introduced in session 1 and iden-
tify one or moreprimary concerns involved In begiOng
or Improving a volunteer program in their own agencies.
They will then meet in small groups to discuSs their
agency analyses and plans. Next, the largigroup.will re-
convene, recorders will give brief reports'on the small
group work, and.t balance of the session will be de-
voted to large up discussion..

The purpo4s3 this session Is to allow participants to
combine k .111 gained during the workshop with
wh mist/ about their own agencies to formulate
a specific plan of action, and to have the opportunity to
discuss those plans and benefit from suggestions and
experience of other participants and the traineir or re-
source person.

Review session obiectives on handout 2:
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Completion of Agency Assessment Checklist (6)

Pirticipants are referred back to the Agency Asseument
Checklist, handout 3, part I of which they completed in-
session 1,

Review of their reelotnses to the questions in part I
should enable participet to focus on ono or two
problem areas which Ui ill develop an approach to
solving In part II of the checklist. (See session 1.)

During this individual 'activity, the trainer is available
to answer questions and make suggestions if puticipau
are hasling difficulty in focusing thiiir approach.

.1f participants have a large number of "no" or
responses in all areas, suggest that they fotus on agency
goals and/or agency commitment as the starting point,
because these are basic issues underlying an effective ,

volunteer program. For participants who have primarily
"don't know" responses, the first task is research. They
need to kientify key people in the agency who can give
them the answers they need.

Problems and PlansStisall Group Discussion (C)

Once particlOatAti have identified primary problem areis
and begun to formulist. Plans for address011 this limas .

of ctincem, small groups are formed tO allow pertici .
pants to discuss their agency analysts and Mani.

The groups may be formed according to problem areas,
Le., agency goals, agency commitnsint, plarring,. per.
sonnsl policies, orlintation and training,' recognttlon,.
or evaluation. Those Whole initial. focus is furtherinfor,.
mationiatheringmay want to fOnn 4164P-oigrouPS
of their ovki.

1

,

. During small group work, each partlilpint Is allotted 10
to '1 S. miiiuies, dpoon; on the. lute of thegrOup, to
pnt his or her problem nelysis and ppro ach to solu-
tion\nd to receive sugp

. the400444,40.1404004*44*400le4
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group.

Display trosparonty H to clarify small group

.1.S4' . .4,



SESSION 4: INSTRUC o ¼FOR
SiWALL GROUP WORK

1. GROUPS OP II OR 6 PARTICIPANTS ARE
FORMED TO DISCUSS PROBLEM AREAS IN
THEIR AGENCIES AND THEIR INITIAL PLANS.

2. A RECORDER IS CHOSEN FOR EACH GROUP.

3. EACH PARTICIPANT IN TURN PRESENTS NIS
Oft HER PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND
APPROACH TO SOLUTION AND.INVITES
COMMENT AND SUGGESTIONS PROM ThE
GROUP.

4. RECORDER TAKES NOTES IN ORDER TO
PRESENT SUMMARY TO LARGq GROUP.

The trainerThould be available to help any group having
difficulty with this activity. .

Problems and PlansLarge Group Discussion (D)

The large group discussion begins with a report from
ach recorder on the problems presented and the ap-
proaches consicierectin the small groups.

As each group reports, the trainer jots down on a flip-
chart or chalkboard the key words that characterize the
problem and the approach to solution.

After each preientation, the discussion is opened to
questions, comments, and suggestions from' the group.

If the group is composedpritnarily of participants from
agencies Without volunteer prograMs, the focus will most

likely be on gathering further information and on pit)-, mofing or testing agency commitment to a volunteer
program. Participants with a voluntser program in exist-
ence will be more likely to focus on orientation and
training, recognition, and evaluation as problem areas.

In a mixed group, the experience of those with an exist-
ing,yolunteer program.will be very helpful to thoie just
getting started,

Trigger questions are provided in the Session OutlIne
Cards to aid in promoting group discussion.

Surmary of Session (E)
a

By di end ,of the session, each participant should have a
firm Rlan regarding the first steps he or she will take on
return to the agency. The session should be sumrharized
in terms of the kinds Of problems presented and solu-
tions discussed,

gummaey and Conclusion of Workshop (F)

The summary and.conclusion of the session provide an

opportunity to review briefly the contents of the work-
*hop and to entertain final questions or comments. Par-
ticularly if the trainer plans to conduct the workshop
again, the methods of presentation, the material, the
training site Itself, and `anything else that might affect
future presentations may be discussed,

Evaluation instrument (G)

An instrument is included in appendix E for Optiemal
use in evaluating the workshop.

II



Training Oonsiderdtions
and Techniques:
Rgfresher Material

The ultimate success of any training program, regard
loss of how carefully designed, is relined to the trainees
skill id delivery. For that reason, this appendix prose1
a brief review of thr tralningknow-lisow to maximize
offectiveneu of these materials. Included are pointers on\

the adult trainee

the trainer's role,

I, groups and hovrthey behave,

training methods, and

At of audiovisual media.

The materials represent the accOmulated wisdom ofex
perienced trainers who have presented thou materials
and partitipated in countless otkler trainingprograms. it
can provide a useful, quick review for those already ex.
periencedin group leadership, and it can serve as a help.
ful beginning for those who are less experienced.

The Ailult Trainee

Thus, trainees have to feel that the learning is relevant
to their needs before they arwIiIlng to accept it. For
this reason, effective training tO be

setf-directed (the learner Is involved in conduct-
ing the learning experience);

experience-hued (learning activities are Planned
around the participant's experiences)*,

,

problem-centered (learning focuses on learner
needs andproblems,- not pn "c6Vering" sub-

.

lects);-and
.

.

immediate in application ((earning can be put
intoaction directly).

This training pack* is designed to provide participa-
tory learning experiences through which trainees relate .
new infdr.matIon to their sixperiences end needs.

-As the leader of adult learners, the trainer is respos,flible
for.cruting tht*d of open learning environment that
enables trainees tO share their experienoesend
xPertise With other participahts.

Adults Who attend trainingPrograms ars Osusily *skint+.
very :specific, joberelatedskills or knowiedge..in general,
trainees are

independent;

experienced;

problem-Glint:red) and .

* "now-Orientsit'l

41.

The Trainer's Role

Trainers use a numbeeof .'different, and sometimes
h ighly Individualistic, approaches to conducting training
salons and meeting the needs of the adult learner. As.
general rule, h`owever, 000 trainers start by putting

Ipants at ease, Drawing people out during the first
ssidn with questions about therrestres and shot their



elcpectations for the course allows participants l-get
to know each other and give guidelines about their needs.
This approach also initiates involvement by participants.
The phyiical environment also helps set the atmosphere
for participant involvement. Arranging the seating in a
circle or around a large table is conducive to informal,
exchange among atlendees, rather than exchanges only
i?etWCen participants and the discussion leader.

As a second task, perienced trainers Usually set the
group rules by beg ing each session with a clearitate.

II
ment of the topic, die activities to be included, and the
learning objectives. After information is presented, the
facilitator Initiates discussion: If people are reluctant
to.speak first, the group leader often volunteers a com-
ment, contributes information, or breaks the topic
dawn into more specific questions.

The trainer sometimes must provide Information to give
the group sohle basis for learning and discussion. There
also are times to stele Information. This may require
calling on participants with special knowledge or experi-

i ence or bringing in an expert on the subject. Sometimes
a participant Cabin asked to look up information and
report back to the group.

.., Other trainer raponsibilities Include Icpping tiiie dis-
cussion on the subject and malting sure the learning
activities stay on schedule. Debriefing between sessions
also helps structure the learning experiences.

A brief summary after learning activities and at the end
of a session serves as a logical end to the activity and also
gives trainees a roadmap to follow as they sort out where
they ars going and where they have been. In carrying out
these tasks, it is important for a trainer to

avoid seeming to pass judgment;

make -positive comments and give positive
feedback; ..,
respect people's feelings;

be aware of and candid about personal biases;

- avoid pretending to be an authority on subjects
he or she doesn't know thoroughly; and

be frank about his or her personal stylrof
group leadership.

4\roupt and How They Behave,

One of the tricks to being an effective trainer is in under-
standing how groups work. The successful facilitator
knows what forces make people and Soups act as they
do and Was thew dynamics to help guide the learning
experience,

Two ma)or.factori shape the behavior of most groups.
First, participants havikto decide, "Do I 'really want to
leam thk from you?" As they make this decision, Or-
ticioahts tend to test the trainer to decide whether they

SO

' can accept his or her leadership. Sometimes acsuptance
is achieved shortly after the start of the session; at other
times it may take longer. Another aspect of acceptance
tequires that the trainees decide to learn what is being
presented. The participants have to analyze and, in a
very real sense, agree to learn what the trainer offers.
To guard against acceptance problems, the trainer should

be thoroughly prepared for the presentation;

make sure the logistics run smoothly;

be frank about what he or she knov/1-7nd
does not know;

clarify participant expectations at the very be-
ginning of the ting program;

compare these expectations with thetraining
Objectives;

highlight what will and will not be covered; and

discuss how unmet expectations can be handled.

If there is a problem, some telltale signs include

yawning,

fidgeting,

private conversations +morn participants,

challenging or off1the-subject remarks, and

questioning of the content validity.

*When such problems arise, the trainer must deal with ti 444

issues openly to avoid bigger problemsiHe or she can

reveal what is happening in terms of group
processes;

ask the group What can be done to satisfy its
needs; and

meet separately at a'coffeebreak with discon-
tented people and deal personally with their
concerns,

The second dynamic which shapes group behavior Is the
need foreach individual to locate himself within the
structure of the group. This force is most obvious at the
beginning of a training event when participants typically
explore hoW to

fit into the group;

establish themselves as important members of
the group;

guard their yulnerabilities; and -

get attention and recognition.

The need for group recognition and membership ofteh
leads to behavior patterns that may interfere with learn-
ing. Trainers, therefore, need to be on the alert for)he
following types:

Recognition seeker (constantly calls attention
to himself or herself),



Conversationalist (brings up off-the-sUblect, and
often personal, anecdotes),

Silent partner (sits quletly, daydreams, aiia
does not participate),

Sophisticate (assumes bored, know-it-all atti-
tude),

Moralizer (advocates judgmental points of view
based on personal convktions),

Conservative (convinced that status quo does
not need changing), ,

Aggrmor (attacks attendees rather than their
ideas),

Theocjzer (talks in abstract terms'that often are
unrelated to the discussion),

Fatalist (believes that nothing can be done about
a problem),

,

Rationalist (believes only in logic and rejects
emotional factors), and

Thinker (appears to pay attention but does not
participate).

Recognizing that these types of behavior are personal
ways of coping with strains of fitting into a new4roup
car help a trainer deal withc them. Respectful, tactful
treatment may integrate the roblem individual intO the
group and neutralize The disijiPtion. Keep' in mind what
underlies the behavior and try to respond to that need.
Thus, try slowly to draw out the silent person withoLkt
making him or her more self-conscious; give some recog-
nition to the types who try to dominate a discussion,
but be sure that others have equal opportunities ,to
particip te. To cut short the off-the-subject remark tact-
fully, is hose with an interest in the topic to get to-
gether at t next coffeebreak. Sometimes the group can
help. For example, ask "What shall we do about keeping
on schedule when so many people want to discuss per-
sonal problems?" The group merthers usually deal very
effectively with the situation. /

There is no simple technique for handling attention-
seekinekbehavior in groups. A good trainer approaches
each fifialduai is a new problem,.keeping in mind a few
general rules:

Deal with the disruption; if not handled im-
mediately, it will just appear a.gain, often as a
bigger problem.

. .

Remember that you are the group leader and
that challenges to that role should be met
he,ad-on,

Keep in mind that your responsibility is to the
whole group; no single individual should be
allowed to disrUpl the planned learning experi.
ems.

ts.

instructional Methods

To achieve its objectives, this baining program uset an
assortment of methods compatible with the basic princi-
ples of adult learning. Section II dIstusees 4Pen to use
which method, and the following pointers telt-how to
use these techniques.

Discussion

Group disCussion, one of the most frequently used
teehniques in trakning sessiant generally iv Initiated by
the trainer's question or by eormation given in presen-
tations, overhead transparencies, or reading Material.
The participants then contribute examples, observations,
comments, and anecdotes from their own experiences in
order to4xpand and illustrate some of the points made
In the session, Some of the contributions provide strik-

, ing, firithand accounts frOm those who have dealt with
different situations: Othir comments and suggestions
will notte effective contributions, but the diversity will
bring the subject to life and make the sessions personal
and meaningful.

-Discussion is not just a rambling, formless conversation
that jiimps from topic to topic, but ii focused and
directed to a specific topic. The job of the facilitator is

to ensure that the discussion remains relevant and that
rambling is minimized.

Personal experiences can be' valuable contributlons.to
discussions, but some participants may be tempted to
use the discussion as a confessional, Very difficult,
emotionally charged situations that have,little learning
value can develop, Aim at achieving balanced parilcipa-
tion from the group..Some people may wanT to "say
their piece," but often others in the group are not in-
terested in such speeches unless they directly relate to
the'subject,

As a discussion leader, it pays to be aware of body
languagts, bpth your own and thakof the participants.
For example, the teairier can use gestures to .keep the
floW of conversision going. Pointing to an individual
who has tomathihrto say is Parfectty, poilte in this con-,
text, So is a hand signaj encouregintsomeone to con-
linos to elaborate,-The direition of the trainer's atten.,
tion itself Is a.power4Il As long as the leader is
looking at someoneiii or she Will, be encouraged to
continue;,just.lodking away or at4omeone else may cut
the flow of speech,

A trainer's ability to ask good questions is the most
useful tool kir bringing discussions to life and keeping
them foctieed on relevant topics. A probing question
arrests the attention of the adult learner end permits
the trainee to be self-directed in finding anenswer, to
draw on his or her own exPerience, and to focus on an
issue; not an answer. Incisive questions also rat the.



trainer in the role.of a peer seeking answers, thus es-
tabilshIng a productive trainer-trainee relationship.

4, few simple tips can help a trainer ask the kinds of
questions that lead to fruttful and purpoeeful discussion:

-Ask questions that start with "how" or "wlxy"
rather than "what is." These question's will
encourage the development of the learner's
analytical skills. They do not bypass needed
information. They make learners apply what
they know and discover what they still need
to find out,

Ask questions that spark controversy and
force peoPle to disagree. Such questions serve
to broaden minds and Opel the illusion that
everything is black or White.

Ask open-ended questions that have more than
one right answer and are likely to elicit more
Jhan onis response. For example, start with IF
"In what ways, ..?" or "For what,reasons..P"
These kinds Of questions foster a mind-set
that is open to the nuances requireil to under.
stand the cOmplexity of most topics.

Don't put people on the spot with such qUes-
dons as "What is the chemical formula for...?"
or "Does ^one understand...?" Ari*inability
to answer the first question or an honest "no"
answer to the second would make someone feel
stupid.

Role Plays and Simulations

Role plays and simulation activities require participants
to assume the part of/another indMdual in a problem.
solving or conflict situation. These activities provide
opportunities for the participant players to examine
attitudes and behavior as they portray persons with dif-
ferent points of view and positions in life. From these
experiences, trainees may develop empathy with others
in situations that differ from their own, Moreover, by
helping resolve a conflict or solve a problem in which
they are not really personally involvilli participants can
gain new insights to their own behavior.

Before starting the role play, a director should 'be ap-
pointed. The trainer may ierve in this eapacity br may
call upon an experienced person from the group. It is
the director's responsibility to oversee the activity. He
or she sou the stage, selects the participants or asks
for volunteers, and makes, sure that people portray
their assigned roles rather than themselves during the
activity. Another responsibility of the director is astir-
ins thigno particiPant is attacked personally. Conflict
may deVelop between characters, but the distinction be-
tween the role being played and the individual's own
kientity should be maintained.

To begin the activity; the director asks the players to set
the scam The physical dimensions of the room or set,
tins should be defined, with the lo4tions of such fel- *
tures as doors anciwindows at-leatt agreed upon, tf not
indicated by chalk marks or other means. Alaw simple
props such as tables, chairs, a desk, cft rug help simu-
late reality.

To "warm up" the players, the director may walk around
theset with each player individually and discuss aloud
what his or her role will be, what kind of person will be
portrayed, and hoy the character will react in the situa-
tion. This technique brekks the ice and gets petiole ac-
customed to their rofes.

The role play director also may wish to point out that:

The players should try to "get inside" their
roles and respond as the real characters would.
If the roles are played "lust for laughs," then
the activity will not be a valuable learnink",
experience,

if anyone is especially uncomfortable with a
role, he or she shoisid be free to change.

Beciuse Of the freedom allowed in the role play
activities, there is a possibility that conflicts
may occur and people's emotions may become
involved unless players take care to separaq
their own identities from the role being played.

During the enactment, the director is responsible for
keeping the action within the scope of the planned
activity and for reminding the participant* to play their
roles rather than representing their own points of vIeW.
The intrusions of the director into the action should be
limited and should not slow the momentum of the

, activity. If personal conflict between players develops,
the director must stop it immediately with a tactful
reminder about the objective of the activity.

It often contributes to the learning experience if the
director stops the action at the critical junctures during
the enactment. He or she can call for an "instant repliy"
or ask participants to "freeze" and tell what they ens
feeling. The discussion should focus on what is taking
place wkhin the group at that point. Each role play
exercise should be followed by a discuulon pertod In-

cvoiving

players and observers. The points raised should
relate the event to the learning oblictives, and the dis-
ussion should not get into issties such as the acting

'ability of the players. The characters may begin the
discussion by explaining their rtactions,lhow they felt
as the characters, and why they acted as they did. Ob-

-4
servers can address the same issues from their per-
spectivas. Other points to be considered are what alter-
nate ways the characters might helve responded and
what learning experiences resulted from the activity.



Written Exercises Using Audiovisual Equipment

Exercises calling for written respontes of various kinds The expert use of transparencies, filmstrips, and other
are used in some of the sessions to stiftliatt the partici- Audiovisual media contributes imilleissuiably to any
pants to formulate conclusions individually. Materials training event. Attention is focused on key issues, major
handed out to supthement or follow up group discussion principles are highlighted, and difficult concepts are
include multiele-cheice, matching, and completion expertly presented. Careful integration t audiovisual

'exercises, which are included because some individuals materials with the contentAviir quicken ho pace of the
seem to learn better by writing than by listening, talk- presentation and enliven the traln4.evAt. On the
ing, or reachhg..The written exercises should not be other hand, audiovisual materials can seriously disrupt
"assignments" to be completed for' their own sake. a presentation if the trainer is inept in the use of the
Rather, regard them as springboards for relevant dis- equipment. Fumtliing with transpareluies that are out
cussions. Do not let the participants become boned of sequence, searching for an extension cord, fiddling
down in the details of the exercise to the extent that with the projector, or having a filr'nstrip out of synchro-
they waste time or lose interest. nization with the soundtrack are problems that inevit-,

ably will plague the illtprepared trainer. As a result, the
Small Group Work pace of the session lags and the group's interest Wanes.

The equipment is basically simple to operate. With care-
ful setup and a brief practice period before the start of
a session, it will function smoothly and fit into the pres-
entation without a break in the continuity. The follow-
ing sections explain the operation of the audiovisualticipants make their own grnups or by assigning mem-
equipment needed for .)resentation of these trainingbers to groups. It is useful, however, to have a variety of
materials and give tips On effective use._background.experiences represen4d in the cornpOsitlbn

of each group.

The plans for some sessions suggest that the participants
break up into small groups to work on specific prob-
lems and report back to the large group. Forming these
"buzz groups" can be handled either by having the par-

Some trainers feel that allowing groups to remain stable
throughout the workshop or training program allows

%each group to develop as a working unit; others feel that
it is better to encourage more diverseinteractions by
forming new groups for each' session. If strong divisive-
ness seems to be developing in a group or if the trainer
feel% that a particular group is becdming a(separate unit
in a way destructive to the total group, he b she wilt
probably' want to reconstruct the groups for ie follow-
ing session.

Each group needs a recorder if there is t be a report to
the larger group. The trainer may either a gn recorders
when each group is formed or allow eac group to
choose its own. It is a good idt4 in either c to have
different individuals act as recorders in differ t sessions.

During small group activities, the facilitator ci culates
'among groups to answer any questions;make su that
all the participants understancrthe activity, and nsure
that the groups are on course in their disc

End the sessions early enough t fficient :time
for frniowup discussions involving the whole group.

The Overhead Projector

The overhead protector (figure 1) enlarges images
printed on transparent acetate sheets and projects them

. FIgure 1. Overhead Projector

Begin the followup with the reports-of the
conclusions reached by each team.

Follow each report by brief discussion and
question period, but reterve the major portion
of discussion time so that all the conclusions
can be treated together in context.

1. Lens /
2. Mirror for picture tilt adjustment
3. Focus knob A

4. Stage
5. Lamp cask's:



On a screen. It Is used with the trainer facing the group
so that eye contact with the participants can be main-
tained. The reomfdoes not have to be darkened to.use
an overhead projector, so the logistics are simplified.

To oArate, set up the projector and screen as illustrated
in figure 2.

Figure 2. Proper Piacernent of Overhead Projector

0
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1. Projector
2. Trelner
3. Participants
4. Screen
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Place a transparenCy on the stage so that you can read it
as you face the group. Turn on the light, and focus by
turning the knob. Tilting the head of the machine with
the tilt knob raises or lowers the beam ofIlight. The dis-
tance from the screen determines the tizeiof the Image
area. Adjust it until the light filk the screenvvenly and
no dark edges are showing. If the image is distorted by
the "keystone effect" (see figure 3) correct by changing
the position of the projettor.

Flgure 3. Keystone Effect
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The overhead projector should only'be left on when you
want attention directed to the screen. Switching the
projectpr off between visuals offers en opportunity to
pinpoint attentibn on,the screen each time a new visual
is shown. When lift on, it is A distraction that intirferei

- with the presentition and group interaction, The over-
head projector can be used as a chalkboard by placing a
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clear sheet of acetate o'n the glass ahd writing on It with
a water-soluble, felt-tip pen or grease pencil. The acetate
can be reused; just wipe off the pen or pencil mar

When operating the overhead projector remember *se

precautlons: .

Turn the lamp to "off" when changing trans-
parencies.

Always allow fan to run after turning off lamp
to pteyent heat buildup in the projector housing.

Never move the projector when the lamp is hot,
Hot filaments break easily.

Always turn the lamp off and unplug projector
when changing lamps. Both lamp and surround-
ing metal will be hot,

Never (iandle a new lamp directly; use a piece
of paper or handkerchief.

Keep the projection stage clean.

Clean lens as necessary.

Transparencies for use on the overhead projector can be
made by a number of different methods, which range
from simply writing information Qn iclear acetate sheet
to using expensive multicolor heat or chemical tensfer
processes. The common types of photocopying equip-
ment available in most offices easily convert printed
materials, line drawings, or premade transparency mas-
ters such as those included in this package into transpar-
ency form. Acetate sheets.are inserted in these machines
according to manufacturer's directions and the master is
reproduced in black and white on these sheets. The
transparencies can be used unmounted or elSe framed in
a cardboard holder (ordered from the local art or office
supply stores) for ease of handling and storage, if an ar-

i4rangement can be made with th audiovisual center in a
local school, the diazo or heat p cess can be used to
add color to the visuals. If such an arrangement can be.
madefr.the center staff will adviie about which process is
most effective and assist in use of the equipment. Having
transparencies commercially reproduced is often pro-
hibitively expensive, aid, therefore, is not recommended.

FlIpcharts

If an overhead projector is not available, transparency
Masters can be copied by hand on jumbo-size paper
tablets and mounted on a trIpod or other support, (See
figure 4.) Firpchart paper and tripods may be purchased
at art stores, office supply stores, or unfversity book,
stores, The local school may also be able to provide or
till you where to dbtain such equipment,
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The Filmstrip Projector

The filmstrips includet' th this package are designed
. for use on a cassette model sound filmstrip projector

(figure 5), which automatically advances the filmstrip on
an Inaudible electronk cue. if this type of projector is
not available, any othet type with a manual advance
mechanism will work, in this case, however, it will be
n4essary to get a cassette tape recorder to play the
soundtrack and to follow the script to pick up advance
cues.

Equipment with A self-contained projection screen is not
suitable for these training sessions because the screens
generally are not large enough for the whole group to
see.

Many different types of filmstrip*rojectors are available
from a variety of manufacturers, each with unique oper-
ating instructions, but a few general principles apply to
all machines.

To operate a filmstrip projector:

Remove ---c-og)es from the projector and set it on
i firm stand.

insert the film aqcording to directions provided
by the manufacthrer. To insert prOperly, face
the screen, hold ihe strip so that you can read
the title, then tur the filmstrip head down'and
push into the lo ding slot.

"Turn on the la p, moving the projector toward
or away from t screen as necessary to fill the
required image a

Focus the picture by t ning the lens barrel.

if the imze* Is split between two frames or only
k portion of a frame Is showIngAdjust the Irna
with the framing control mechanism, which witl
move the film up or down tintint K prOpetly
alined within the Image *mi.

For caseette machines, simply start th prdice
tor according to manufactureri directions. For
manual machines, turn,on the ceseette rtoorder
and advance the frames of the filmstrip as Indir
cited on the script. Take car* to keep the
soundtrack and the filmstrip synchronized.

After use, a filmstrip will be in a loom coil too
large to put back into the ofmtainer. Roll
carefully into a small coll. Do not grasp the roll
in one hand and pull the loose end to reduce
the size of the roll; this damages the film.

Keep fingers off the frames of the filmstrip. Use
the edges or the blank leader' to handle the
film,.

When projecting filmstrips, it is not always nec-
essary to fill the entire screen. A smalle'r,
brighter picture results if the image area is re-
stricted.

If the projector has a separate switch for the
fan and lamp, always turn on the fan before
the lamp, and let,the fan run until the bulb has
cooled.

Figure 5. Cornett-typo Sound Filmstrip Projector

1. Tape control levers
2. Film toed guide

j. Film eGyance guide'
Lens and focus

S. Film take-up
.6. Volume
7, Onort switch
II. Frame adjustment control
9. Culotta tape player

(stop, revisits, etc.)
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APPENDIX B

Pkiti:hinc4..ahdf loggia:1es

The eventual success or failure of a training event can
be decided months before the workshop, when initial
planning begins. Even with well-designed materials,
careful content preparation on the part of the trainer,
and enthusiastic participants, a productive workshop
cannot be guaranteed if the logistical details receive
inadequate attention.

The tasks required to plan a training event can be
grouped itito three phases. The first steps take place
When an agency decides to sponsor the program. The
second phase 'includes preliminary details, ranging from
making arrariernents for facilities and inviting partici-
pants to preparation of the training site, The third in-

* valves details carried out during the training event. The
following sections, which may be viewed as a "manage-
ment checklist," discuss these phases chronologically.
Careful attention to the tasks delineated in each will
help ensure a meaningful and productive training event.

On Your MarkInitial Phue

Dodd* to Sponsor the Event

No agency should sponsor a training program without
determining whether enough peoPis are interested in
attendki to gags the probable response, either make
informal telephone inquiries., of likely particIPants or
send letteri.to key organizations and peopks. If thit mac-

tkon is good and it appears that a suffiCient number of
people are interested, planning can proceed.

Assign the Trainer

At this point, the sponsoring agency should designate a

qualified trainer or traings. If possitle, another indi-
vic4l should be designated coordinator and mad* re-
sponsible for the many management spd logistical
details, enabling the frainer to concentrate on the train-
ing content. In practice, hoWever, the trilner frequently
must be the "coordinator" as well,

in choosing a trainer, look for someone with training
skills and knowledge, of the content area..This combine-

tion of knoviledge and ability to conduct a training
event is rare.-If no single, qualified individual is avail-
able, there are other options:

Use a training team composed of Weefal
people with different kinds of skilisend knowl-
edge of special topics related to the training
content.

Uto one trainer assisted by one or more con-
sultants who can serve is a "resource" for
content requiring specialized expertise,

The trainer's role is usually dernanding anderthausting, .

so use of more than one person Is often desirable, es-
peclally if the event lasts more than 1 day or the con-
tent is highly technical.

NAk-

;



Set a Time Schedule

Next, it is extremely important to schedule the various
management tasks and activities. This Process can be
facilitated simply by listing the actions called for in,this
checklist and setting a target date for each. This step will

"redude such mishaps as beginning a session without
the needed re:aerials or equipment,

Prepare a Preftininary Budget
14. )

The training package itself,is provided free of charge,
but the other expenses involved in conducting the
workshop may include

,

the time of the trainer and possibly the time
of one or more'alsistants before, during, and
after the workshop;

lunch and other r ments served during the
workshop;

reproduction of haneouts, transparencies, and
evaluation forms;

pens or pencilsi paper, name tags;

flipchart and paper, markers;

rental of the meeting place (if not provided by
the sponsoring agency);

rental of audiovisual equipment (if not avaii
able on loan).

)

Unless the sponsoring agency requires other procedures,
all expenses should be included in a preliminary estimate
of costs, If a fee is to be charged to the participants, it
can be based on thispreliminary budget, Once partici-
pants have been selected, a final, revised budget can be
computed. Unless already established by the sponsoring
organization, procedyres must be developed for pur-
chasing supplies and for renting space and equibinent if
necessary.

Get SetIntermediate Stages
of Planning

Select Date and Site for the Training Event

Several factors have to be considered when setting the
date for a training event and choosing the meeting room.
The day of the week can influence many potential par-
ticipants' willingness to attend. For example, a Friday
may be a had day to end a workshop because of heavy
airport, railway, and highway.traffic, In additlem, there
may be specie( local celebrations or religious,observ-
&noes that affect a few people who might otherwise
attend a training event, if several key organizations are

'involved, it might be wise to determine what regularly
scheduled meetinner events might keep their staff
members away. '41,

The site for the meeting should be convenient to m
participants and near transportation, entertain
facilities, and food service. Trainers oftenCmglect
check out the actual room in which the sessions will be ,

held before forrnall.zing the arrangements' for facilities.
As a result, many meetings end up in stufN, subterrinean
rooms or in cramped motel suites. Sometimes partici-
pants are plagued by extremely uncomfortable chairs
and end up sitting on the floor. A poor heating system
or arctic settings.for the air-conditioning can disrupt
sessions. Bankg radiators or noise from a nearby kit-
chen may alio distract attendees and trainers. Tes avoid
probiems.it always 'pays to Inspect the phkike/ setting
in person before making any commitment.

Check on these details:

111

Make Arrangements for Lodging -

Does the room have windows?

Can it be darkene'd for audiovisual projection?

Are there pillars in the room that will obstruet
someone's vie'w?

Is therehadequate space for small group work?

Are there etiough electrical outlets?

is the room n'olsy?

is the furniture adaptable to program needs?

if it is likely that some participants wilt' come from out
of town, make arrangements with a nearby hotel or
motel so that there will be enough rooms itvailable for
attendees who need lodging. Ali:ties will !:«e simplified
if all Darticipants stay at one location, but if necessary, .

two neartiy facilities can be selected. If the meeting
room hu to be rented from a hotel or motel, it obvious-
irmakes sense to arra4rIodging in the same place.
Sometimes, the meeting rooms are made available with-
out charge if participants stay at the hotel or motel,

, Get a written commitment for the required number of
'rooms and ask that thee price be specified in writing
Many managers will give a reduad rate for groups. Also,
check to find out thedeadline for making reservations
so that you can include it in the information you send
to participants, and confirm whether prepayment! 9r
other arrangements must be made to hold the rooms.

Recruit the Right People

No- training event can be successful uniets the partici-
pants are tyPos of trainee for whom the materials were
designed. Groups frequently include soma members for
whom the training Is "old hat;" others for whom the .
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content is pedp o their real needs, and some for
whom the c9r1sJoo technical. To recruit the type
of participa yOu w4nt, make clear in the information
sent to pro ctive attendees

for whom the program is designed;

what trainees will learn;

a who can benefit from the training;

who is sponsoring the event;

the time and place;

the cost (if any); and

instructions for registrati n

A sample invitation letter desig d for use with this
package is incitkied on pages 6 d 62. You can
easily ntodify it to meet the n ds of your agency.
Experience indicates that to obtain the recommended
group size of approximately 12 to 20 people, 75 to 100
letters of invitation should be sent. The letter of invita-
fion should include an application form.

Select and Notify Participants

The response to the letter of invitation may give sevel"al
options for selection of the trainees. If many people
reply, you may simply accept qualified applicants in the
order they apply until the suggested group size is ob-
tained, or you may try to construct a group with varying
backgrounds and experience. In other cases, fewer par-
ticipants than expected may respond. Even in this in-
stance it is wise to weed out any applicants whose inter-
ests or backgrounds clearly exclude them from the
target group.

All who apply ihotk receive a letter' either confirming
acceptance or explaining tactfully why they will not be
able to participate. (See samples on page 63.) If some
attendees will be coming from out of toWn, it is helpful
to enclose travel and lodging information As well as
.maps of the local area. Some trainers like to call' par-
ticipants before the start of a workshop to establish
rapport and set a friendly tone.

,Prepare a Roster of Workshop Participants

After trainees are selected, a rOster should be prepared
listing names, addresses, and, if appropriate, the organi-
zations they represent. If time permits, copies can be
sent to participants, who often appreciate knowing who
else will be attending. Inevitably, you will have td make
changes in the list before the actual start of the work.
shop, so plan to have a revised version ready to pass out
**the first session.

Plan and Arrange Food Service

Ansi determining how many people will be attending
the.session, the arrangements must be made for any food

or refreshments to be served during the sessions. Motels',
hotels, and other commercial organizations usually insist
that refreshments be ordered through them. You usually
can't bring your own coffee, tea, or soft drinks. ItIs up
to thou, sponsoring the event to be sure that these ar-
rangements are made. If an organization is providing the
room rent-free, it may be possible to bring in a coffee or
tea pot.

If dinners or, luncheons are scheduled as part of the
activiiies, they obviously require ach4nce pr4aration.
The number of attendees, the menu, and the cost
must be specified well in advance. Deposits or prepay-
ment are often required.

Prepare-a Final Budget

At this point, it is possible to compute a final budget
using the actual number of attendees to determine the
required expenditures. The revision should include all
needed supplies, refreshments, equipment, room rent
and other items. Obtain approval as required by the
sponsoring organization and confirm the procedures for
makingslisbursements.

Acquire the Audiovisual Equipment

If the sponsoring organization does not already have
the necessary audiovisual equipment, it can usually be
borrowed. The public school system, the audiovisual

. department of a local college or university, and corn-
muniri agencies are good sources. If not available on
loan, the equipment can be rented. Check the Yellow
Pages under "Audiovisual Equipment and Supplies" for
the names of vendors.

Obtain andjor Prepare Instructional Materials

Arrangements to obtain any films 'or filmstrips to be
used in-a training event should be made several weeks in
advance, and trainee texts should be ordered for the
expected number of participants. Overhead transparen-
cies should be made from masters and the participant
handouts reprodUced. Related equipment, such as a
fiipchart orchalkboard, must also be obtained,

Prepare the Meeting Room

The day befote the start of a workshop, doublecbeck
the meeting room to mak sure the heating or air-
conditioning Is working properly, and set the room up
as required for the first session, At the same time, con-
firm the arringements for refreshments and food service,
Deliver the autiltIvisual eqUipment, set it up, test it, and,
If possible, go througil a dry run of the presentation,
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Collect Supplies and Noe in Meeting Room,

Place all necessary supplies,in.the room. Don't forldt:

Pencils

Paper.
Name tags

Registration forms
Wastepaper baskets
Tape, chalk, felt-tip pens
Extra bui.fpr audicwisual equipment
ExtensiS cords
Receipt ook (if participants hav(to pars foe)
Cups
Spoons

Sugar and cream
Ashtrays
Evaluation forms '

Assemble all instructional pateriak, arranged in the
order they alit to be used. Mike sure they are in a con-
venient iodation /or use by the trainer crUring the sessions.

GoThe Workshop Itself

Set Up a Registration Desk

Shortly before participants arrive, set up a deek Where
attendees can register. It also may be helpful to put up
some signs directing people to the room. Training man-
uals, participant rosters, and name tags can be passed out
as the trainees fill out registration forms. Most trainers
find that it is vital to have support staff assist with the

istration so that the trainers are free to greet the
participants and start the first session. Usually there
are late arrivals who will have to be accommodated \
after the start of a session. -

Conduct the Training

The trainer, while responsible fOr conducting the work-
shop, still must carry out management tasks 'during the
sessions. Refills of the coffee or tea pot problems,with
late arrivals, and similar annoyances have to be ,taken
cart of. Support staff can help with these problems, but
it is likely that the trainer will be Involved.

Prepare for the Next Session

After the conclusion of one session, the trainer irrimedi-
ately has to anticipate the next.pst participants to help

change the seating arranSoments if rusceseary. Colioce
and store teansparenclas, filmstrips, and other instruc-
tional matertah used during the session. Locate and
arrange mOrlais rleedsd for the next presentat4on, Pies
out anyhandouts required for ttus upcoming session. If.
more than one trainer Is participating, they should de-
brief each other at the close of each melon tot) avoid
duplication and ensure integration 'of concepts'and
content.

Many trainers use the time between sesilons, as well as
lunch and coffeebreaks, to mix With participants and
gale their responses. By doing so, they Identify potential
dissatisfaction before it disrupts the sessions and get
useful feedback regarding how well the trainees' needs
are being met.

Wrap It UpAfter the Event

See Participants Off

At the end of the tralningevent, be p pared to help
attendees with travel arrangements. may need
transportation to the airport or the r&ijvay station;
those driving may want directionio w to got otit of
town. It helps to have a map, the te phone number of
the closest taxicab company, and airport limousine
schectIlie at hand.

Arrange for Cleanup and iteturn of Equipment

Onless specific custodial agreements have been made
with the managernent in the bullcRng where the workl.,
shop was hold, you probably will have to; Olitiate
cleanup project. Oftenparticipants are willing to help,
and all staff members lhotlid be expectO to pitch in,
collecting- trash, emptying ashtrays, straightening ciut
chairs, and -putting away supplies. The trainer atso
should be sure that the audiovisual. equtprnent N re-
-turned 'to the OWMf and that the siva auPplies and
instructional materials are not left in the mooting rrOm0.

Pay Outgtanding Bills and
Write a Management 'Report

After coMpletion of the onions, make sure that all
bills have been paid. Then,,preparg "e report that son-
tains an accounting of the funds received and the ciish .
outlayeck The report should alio *Agate. the workshoP

. from thamanagement viewpoint end Intluik suggestions
for any future-training events.

!
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Sample Invitation Letter to Participants

(

Dear

S ,

I am writing to *announce a I -day training workshop, "Using Volunteers in YOur 'Agency; Planning, Implementing, and

Maintaining Volunteer Programs in Alcohol Servict Agencies," to be presented by (yourlatency)

The workshop will be conducted at (location) on (date)

41.Jsing Volunteers in Your Agency" was developed by the Area Alcohol Education and Training Prpgram and the Na-
tional Center for Alcohol Education under the auspicei of the National Institute on Alcohol ruse and Alcoholism.

The workshop is designed for those responsible for planning, implementing, and maintaining a volunteer program in an
alcohol tervice agency. The training sessions addreSi the follOwing topics: /

pros and cons of volunteer programs,

principles of effective volunteer program planning and management,

planning phases and-steps in 'volunteer prog4 design,

assessment and analysis of the agency's readiness to develop or improve a volunteer program, and

action plans for initiating or imptoving a volunteer program.

The focus of the workshop is oft* volu,,peer program that recruits, trains, and assigns individuals as nonpaid workers to
provide serviCe as an integral Rik of,the agency staff, Participation inIthe workshop should benefit,both those !tvho are
lust starti6g to planq volunteer program and those who want to improve an existing program.

At an integral part of the workshop, each participant will receive a copy of the Volunteer Progrotn Pevtiopment Guide
for use during the workshop and for reference when managing a volunteer prograril in his or her sponsoring agency. The
guide presents the princi of effective volunteer program planning and a step-by-step procedure to follow in expiori4
the feastbility of ávotunt4er program and in designing andimplementing a program in a particular agency, .it also con-
tains sample forms, resou ce lists, and suggestions for staff orientaticin and volunteer recruitment, selection, and trainini.

(Agency-specific information, including cosmo participants, is Inserted here.)



It you wish to attend this workshop, please complete the application form and return it by . (date)

Atterviince will be limited to n participants arnd appAcations.will be accepted in the order received, Your application
will be promptly acknowledged, Thank you fix Your Interest and cooperation,

Sincerely,

Application

Yes, I would like to participate in the workshop "Using Volunteers iniYour Agency" to be held, (date)

No, I cannot attend this workshop but would like to be notified should you run the workshop again in e

future.

My name is

The name and address of my agency is

Telephone numtier

.My position is

I am interested in initiating a volunteer programin my agency.
.4

I want to improve specific aspects of my agency's existing volunteer progranf.

No

6'



Sample Panicipant Selection Letter

Dear

r am pleased to tell you that you have been selected to participate in the I-day workshOp "Using Voluntters in Your
Agency."

The workshop will be held on (date) from

to (time) at (location)

Enclosed you will find your registration form and a participr profile form. Please fill these out and return them with

cour registration fee of $ (amount) by (date)

If you have any questions, please call me ar write to the above address.

I look forward.to meeting you on

Sincerely,

(

Simple Rejection Jotter

Dear......1.r.*

(date of workshop.)

Thank you for applying to the '"Using Voluetpers in Your Agency" training workshop being offerul by

811:01c

rely,

. When your application arrived, all available places tiad been
at* your st in the train ng proven and will notify you of possible future runs.

mo.
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Participant Introduction Guide

HAN:DOUT 1

As a means of getting to know each other, each participant will be asked in turn to introduce himself or herself, Pleoe
use the following questions as 2 starting point and feel free to add any farther comments or anything ette you would
like thp group to know about you..

1. What is your name? How do you prefer to be addressed?

2. Where do you live?

3. What agency do you represent? Vihat do you do there?

4. What are some of your interests outside of work?

5. What is your experience with volunteer programs as a director or coordinator, as an observer, as a volunteer
yourself?

6. Ykat brought you to the workshop? What are your expectations or objectives regarding the workshop?

tb-

4



1111NDOUT 2

-k

Workishop Goal and Objectives

Goal: On Comp letton of the training workshop, participants will have a Ireiter awareness of the issues relating to
volunteer programs and an understanding of the elements of an effective voluhteer program as described in the
guidelines, documents, and resources presented in the trainiq.

At the end of session 1, participants should be acquainted with the trainer(s) and the other participants and should be
able to:

describe the training goal of the workshop and relate this goal and the learning gbiectives to the overall se-
quence qf workshop activities,

describe prqblem areas related to starting or, managing a volunteer program in their own agencies,

list at least three advantages of using volunteers in an alcohol service agency program, and

list three reasons not to use volunteers in an agency program, together with counterarguments In favor of
using volunteers.

1

At the end of session 2, partiCipanti should be able to:

list the eight principis of an effective volunteer program as discussed in the filmstrip "eight" and thd
tie Program Development Guide (VPDO, and

describe at least two potential problems that would be avoided by observingeach principle.

Ai the end of session 3, participants should be able to:

. :
la- list the three phases of the volunteer program planning protedUre.prisented in.the filmstrip "steps') and the

VPDG.

relate a given principle of effective volunteer program develoPment to how the pdnciple Is put into practiee
in at least one phase of pilot program planning, and

describe- tile relevance ofpne planning step to their own agency situation.

At the endpf session 4, participants should have:

ahaiyted the current status of their agencies reprding a volunteer program, using an agency assessment ;Nilo
list-and the VPDG, and

based on thiS anol)csis, have Identified the first task they want to undertake on retell to their own &gentles
and developed a'plan to accompjlsh this tisk. :'
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Agency Assessment Checklist

I. Agency Assessment

HANDOUT

This form is designed to help you focus your thinking about the agency you represent and the volunteer program
operating in that agency or on your agency's readiness to begin development of a volunteer program. The ques-
tions parallel the ingredients of an effective volunteer program as discussed in the Volunteer Program Develop-
ment Guide.

Try to answer each questiOn based on your knowledge of your own agency and its staff. Some of the questions
will not be applicable if your agency does noi yet have a volunteer pl:io4kram, but read them over for consideration
in planning a program. You will complete and discuss this form late the workshop and can retain it as a refer-
ence as you begin to develop or improve a volunteer prografn in your agency.

Agency GOals

1, Are the goals or purposes of *e agency
clearly stated?

2, Are they communicated to and understood
by all staff members7

Are the goals of the volunteer program
consistent with agency goals? or would a
volunteer program be consistent with
agency goals?

Agency Commitment

4.... Is there sufficient interest among

board members .

idrlinistration

. staff

in exploring,the featibility of a
volunteer program?

Would clients be receptive to
volunteer staff?

Yes
Don't

No So-So Know

.r



HANDOUT 3

Army Aseesement Checklist page 2-

'Agency Commitment (coned)

6. In agencies with voluntes , is there
a regular, carefidly pr.prd budget
for the volunte gram?

7 Is there a staff position of
volunteer coordinator?

'--------"\_,.8, Does the volunteer coordinator
feel that he or she has time to
do the job adequately?

9 Does the volunteer coordinator
report to the agency director?

.10. Does the volunteer cdordinator
receive the support and cooperation
of other staff members?

Planning

11. Does the agency usually spend a
sufficient amount of time in
collecting information and planning
before embarking on a new program?

12, Are representatives of all involved
groups included or consulted in the
planning of a new program?

In an agency with a volunteer program:

..13. Was adequate time spent in planning
the volunteer program, including
consultation with all the people
drected?

14. Were specific procedures developed
for

recruiting and selecting
volunteers?

orientation and training of
volunteers?
VP

volunteer supervision?

staff orientation?

prosim evaluation?

Yee

.....114.1

Don%
Know

.

7141

oftel044****1.11m

j ?,-
. .

1111111111.10=4.1.14. lommiloswire.r.



-Agency Assessment Checklist page 3

Personnel Policies

15. Does the agency have dear policies
and procedures regarding
assignment, supervision, evaluation,
and advancement of personnel,
including volunteer staff, if any?

16. Are there written lob descriptions
for all staff, including volunteers?

In agencies with a volunteer program:

17. Are applications used and evaluated
before volunteers are accepted?

18. Is each volunteer interviewed
at least bnce?

19. Do volunteer* sign or explicitly
consent to a contract specifying
it number of hours of work per
week for a llefinite period?

Orientation and Training

20. Is inservice training provided
to staff on a regular basis?

In agencies with a volunteer program:

21. Are several iburs of orientation
and tralpihg riquired clf:(each
volunteer before thignip.4444-4

2.111teg attendance it
trai meettnp A pact the
volurr toictntt?

ls,there a systernatic'effkirt;
'orient pild staffeto the volun._
tee p

RecognItiort 1

Is adequate attK)tiorr paid to
recogniticin pf stiff the, agency?

. ,

25. Does'each youintsw have an I, D.
.card or Some other suitable
identification?

Yes

11
4

411ANDOUT 3

Know

1,44... 111.11.



HANDOUT 3

Agency Assessment Checklist -- page 4

Recognition (coned)

In agencies with volunteer programs:

26, Is there a desk or some space
permanently designated for
volunteer use?

27. Is provision made for experienced
vOitietteers to mo4 up in responsi-
bility and status (e,g,, volunteer
leader, service on volunteer advisory
board)?

28. Are volunteers given references for
use in seeking paid employment?

29.' Can qualiffed volunteers, who wish
- to, get college credit, for their service?

4

30. Are paid staff also recognized for
their OnTributions to the volunteer
program?

Evaluation

31. Does the agency take stock periodi-
cally of how it is doing?

. 32. Does it act on the information
gained to modify programs when
neceisary?

.333. Are d '1

paid staff

volunteers

clients

asked- what they think of the
rprogram at least twice a yur?

34. Are formal records and accounts
kept on the volunteer program?

Is there attention to whether and why
volunteers leave.the program before
the end of their time commitment?

411

Yes No So-So Know

.1M1/.1,11144.

1..1...



Agency Assessmen Checklist pase S

Aommunity Resources

36. Does the community at-Ikrge
generally support the agency
and its program?

Yes

HANDOUT 3

Don't
So-So Know

wr 37. Are there people or organizations In the
community who could contribute mate-
rials or services that would complement
a' volunteer program (es printing of a
newsletter, background training on
alcohoHsm for volunteers, equipment
for a volunteer-staffed recreation
program, etc.)?

38. Are there other agencies with volunteer
programs in your community that would
share their experience with you?

Analysis
'4

V* the maiority of your check marks appear in the on't knoW" column, your first task might be to do this assessment
again on return to your agency, with the aid of agency staff.

If the majority of the check marks appear on the "no" and "so-so" columns, you may want to consider recommending
a reexamination of the idea of a volunteer program or of the program now existing in Now agency by those most involved.

If the "no" and "so-so" check marks clusterin one Vir two areas, you have pinpointed some areas you will vret to Ipok
at more closely.

11, Planning Guidelines

Berieci on your responses to the questions in part I and your analysis of these responses, begin to think about yam first
stepsIon return to your agency and cveIop some preliminary plans to help yoU take those steps. Refer to appropriate
sections of the Volunteer Program lopment Guide as needed for Ideas,

1. What seems to be the major problem area (or areas) in regard to the development of a volunteer program or the
functioning of an existing program in your agency (i,e., agency goals, commitment, planning, personnel policies,
orientation and training, recognition, evaluation)?



HANDOUT 3

Agency Assessment Checklist page 6

2. Select one problem arta (see #1 above) and describe as precisely as possible what you think the particular probe
tern is in that area.

3, you need more information? If so; what? Who has the answers?

4. What outcome(s) must be achieved in order to solve this problem?

5. Aat art some alternative ways to SO about It?.Who can help?



Apncy Assessment Checklist -- page 7

6. Which arative seems to make most sense at this time?

7. What must be done to put it Into action?

r

HANDOUT



Principles of Effective Volrieer Program Deyelopme6t

Across the Board: The agency must be fully committed to the idea of volunteer program.

HANDOOT 4

Don't Face it Alone: More than one person's time and ideas are needed to plan andimplement a volunteer program.

Start Small: The initial volunteer program should be a pilot program.

Walk, Don't Run: Sufficient time should be allotted for planning before the first volunteer is recruited.

It's Not a 'Fifth Wheel: The volunteer program must be an integral part of the total agency program,

They're on thi Team: The volunteer must be an integral part of the total agency staff.

It's a Two-Way Street:4 Yolunteer incentives are critical to program success,

Take Time to Take Sto&c: Monitoring and evaluation of the ;olunteer program is an ongoing necessitY.

Tl)ese priiripf*s are discussed in section I of the Volunteer Progruni Deyeloptnent Guide, 00. 1-7.

0
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WORKSHOP OVERVIEW

SESSION 41

PROS AND CONS OF A
VOLUNTEER
PROGRAM

SESSION ACTIVITIES:

AGENCY
ASSESSMENT ,
BRAINSTORMING
PROS AND CONS
OF USING
VOLUNTEERS
DEVELOPING
COUNTER .

ARGUMENTS TO
CON§

^

SESSION 2-

pRiAppus OF AM,
EFFECTWE VOLUNTEER

PROGRAM
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WORKSHOP OVERVIEW

to"

SESSION'3

PLANNINd A PILOT
1/QUINTkER
PROGIVAM

SESSION ACTIVITIES:

(4_,FILMSTRIP
"STEPS"

--s%-'21/110,RIONG -7--

THROUGH A
PLANNING STEP

"

SESSION 4

,GETTING STARTEq
WITH

YOUR OWN AGENCY
PROGRAM

SESSION ACTIVITIES:

COMPLETION OF
AGENCY
ASSESSMENT

p DEVELOPING AN
INITIAL PLAN OF

CTION



SSSION 1: INSTRUCTIONS FOR
SMALL GROUP WORK

1: GROUPS OF 4 OR °5 PARTICIPANTS ARE
ESTABLISHED.

2. A RECORDER IS CHOSEN FOR EACH 'GROUP.

3. RECORDERS COPY THE "CONS" OR
PRQBLEMS ASSIGNED TO THEIR GROUPS.

GROUPS ASSEMBLE AND DEVELOP .

COUNTER ARGUMENTS FOR AS MANY OF
THE ASIGNIED PROBLEMS AS POSSIBLE.

RECORPERS' TAKE. MOTES AND PREOARE TO
MAKE A 3-5 inswerREPORT TO THE LARGE
GROUP. :,



TRANSPARSNCY D

VOLUNTEER. PROGRAM.
DEVELOPMENT:STEPS:

suggest
volunteer
program

f.

appoint
planning
committee

define
agency
goals

collect
data

of.

EXPLORATION
PHASE ,

1 TO 3 MONTHS

program
information

focal
resources

administra-
live
needs

staff
needs

client
needs

prepare

InPosai
board
decides

4

select
volunteer
coordinator



define
goals

describe
obs

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT STEPS:

pmced-
ures

recruit-
ment
plan

TRANSPARENCY E

orienta-
tion
plan

,

selec-
tion
plan

train-
ing
plan

Ovalua-
thin

-plan

,,

PILOT PROGRAM
DESIGN PHASE
1 TO 3 MONTHS-

budget

A

ft



TRAMSPARENCY F

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT STEPS:

staff
orientition

recognition

t'T-1 implementation
otati plans

IMPLEMENTATION
PAASE

It TO 9 MONTHS,

15.

b

4

sy

s



SESSION 3: INSTRUCTONS FOR
SMALL GROUP WORK

1. GROUPS OF 4-5 PARTICIPANTS ARE
ESTABLISHED.

2, EACH GROUP CHOOSES A STEP FROM TH
PLANNING AND IMPLEMEIVTATIONNIODE
F013 DISCUSSION. 4

3. SMALL GROUPS CONVENE AND REAb THE
RELEVANT PAGES IN THE VPDG.

4. GROUPS PREPARE A PRESENTATION FOR
"P. THE LARGE GROUP,

5. LARGE G1130UP RECONVENES; SMALIL.
GROUPS MAKE PRESENTATiONS IN TURN.

(z.

TRAN8PMENCY G



/1.

'41`ter.,

SESSION. 4 INSTRUCTIONS FOR
SMALL GROUP-WORK:

1. GROUPS OF 5 06 6 PAR.TICIPANT-S ARE
FORMED TO DICUSS PROBLEM AREAS IN
THEIR AGENCtIS AND THEkR INITIAL PLANS.

2. A RECORDER IS CHOSEN FOR EACH GROUPic

3. EACIri PARTICIPANT IN TORN PRESENTS HIS
OR' HER PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND
APPROACH TO SOLUTION AND INVITp_ .

COMMENT AND SU9GESTIONS FROM THE
41/4GRPUP.-

4, RECORDEIVAKES NOTES IN PRDEAN TO .

PRESENT SUMMARY TO LARGE GObUP.-



APPENDIX E

Training Evaluation;
Participant Feedback
Instrument

1:
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Introduction

Most trainers, while interested in evaluating workihops
or training events they conduct, are not Interested in

rry ng out elaborate tests, and unless they are engaged
in a research project, sophisticated statistical procedures
for analyzing participant feedback ail, not required. The-
participant feedback evaluation instrument And the fol- ,
lowing guidelines for its use are designed to provide the
trainer with an easy-to-use method for assessing the ef-
fectiveness of -the training event he or she has just
conducted.'

Anonymity of Participants

Since the purpose of the feedback is to provide the
trainer with information about the, training event rather
than informaiion about the perforrnance of individual
participants, there is.no need for the pArtkipants Q put
their,nones on the feedback forms. By guarance& the
anonymity of the participants' rsesponses,' the trainer
incceases the chances of receiving honest feedback, re-
sponses whicb most accurately reflect the reality of the
training eyent.

AdnitniSteriiii the-FiedbaCk Form

If the feedback form is to be used, this should be stated
at the beginning of the program rather than at the last

minute. Participants should by give a 6rief explanation
about tile purpose of the forms befor they are distrib.
uted. The instructions are self-explk ory.

Coding the Forms

To code the data into a usable form, the trainer needs
simply to tally the responses from the individual forms
into a table such as below.

, lilterpreting the Data

NurnNet<:f Participant Responses as D

Riting Categories

Clarity of obiectives

Organization of workshop

Appropri eness of content

Cty of presentation

Effectiveness of teaching aids

ber and % of responses

Excep.
poor

1

What is the central tendency or central position of the
participarlts as a group as reflected by the rating scale?
The quickest mrtasure of the group's central tendency is
the mode, that is, the rating that occurred Most fre-
quently: As one can see In the table above, the mode or
the rating most frequently used by the participants was
4 (above average). While each trainer may determine
what will constitute a successful workshop, one sug-

gestion is that 50 perclint or more of the responies
should be above 3 on the rating scale. As one can. see,
54 percent of the responses were above three. Using the
above criterion this workshop would be called successful.

441b

2

Below
average

#

3 ,

-

Average

p-.

4 .

Above
average .

, k

5

Excep.
good

.

i
2 , 4 3

4 3
.

5 4 1

4 3

4 , 18 19 8 .

23 (4.6%) 27 (54%)

!,)



Using Volunteers in Your Agerky, a Workshop

SI<
Participant feedback form

Please Indkote your assossmsnt of thts Workshop by cktling ohs number under such df the categories lIstod Wow.-

Clarity of Obiectives: The objectives of thir wokshop wert understaodable as presented and 'became,

evident as the program unfolded. 1t . ,
,

Exceptiohafiy Below Above 3, Exceptionally
li-oor.

_ _

Average Average Average Good

2 3 4

Orginizationpf Workshop:- The sequence and duration of the workshop were scheduled in a way which facili-
tated my learning.'

Exceptionally_,
Poor -

Below Above Exceptionally
Average Average Average Good

Appropriaieness of Content:

2 3 4 5

\ie
..

The content and materials lected for the workshop were scheduled in a way which
facilitated.my learning.. .

ExceptitrraHy Below
Poor Average

2

Average

3

Above Exceptionally
Average Good

4 5

gtarltRtPresentation: The contentIV die workshop was presented,in a way that was understandable.

Exceptionally Below
Poor Average Average

. AbOve Excgptlonally
Average Good ,



0

Effectiveness of Teaching Ards: The tmching aids (overhead transparenckis, filmstrips, and handouts ) facilitateccrny
learning.

Exceptionally Below
Po Or Average

410

98 ,

* 410#111/13104 paioniss caw Is» 0;46604

Average

Above Exceptionally
Average Good

2 3
t.;

t.

4 5.
1

A


